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Happy Halloween, readers!
Yes, we might be a bit early for that or if you have bought the magazine in November, a bit late.
October’s magazine is a very special magazine for a couple of reasons. Firstly, you will notice a brand new design
in the shape of different artwork being used.
Why? Well, that kind of links to the second reason - October also completes our first annual cycle of the
magazine. It’s mind-blowing to think that in November 2018 we launched Total Football Analysis Magazine not
really knowing whether anyone would be interested at all.
So, we felt this would be a good opportunity to look at the feedback we’ve had over the last 12 months and make
a tweak to the biggest thing that has been mentioned and see what we thought about it - the artwork.
Lots of people liked it, lots of people didn’t - and I now feel that we are established enough to be able to move
away from something that was deliberately “marmite” to get us noticed. To use a football analogy, I would like
to think (without being complacent) we are reasonably well established now and we can start to evolve into the
next phase of the playing philosophy and be known as much for the quality of our play as the crazy kit we were
wearing.
We also get to reflect back on the journey so far - I am proud to see so many of my original team still contributing
to the magazine on a monthly basis. Massive kudos has to be given to Lee Scott (have you bought his book yet?
If not, why not? BUY IT HERE!) who continues to be the bar the rest of the team aim for in their own analysis.
Also, special thanks to Sylvie Devaney who tirelessly turns 16-30 pieces of written analysis into the finished article
you devour each time.
As importantly, thank you to each and everyone of you, the readers - whether you have bought one magazine in
the last year or have signed up to an annual subscription, whether you are a novice grassroots coach or the Head
of Analysis at a Champions League club, we are grateful to you all in equal measure.
When you do something like this you naturally end up tracking some milestones - the first copy sold, the first
annual subscription sold, selling the first 100, selling the first 1000, the first Premier League club to go as far as
taking out a paid subscription because they feel it’s worth paying for etc etc - the evolution of this has been very
cool.
We have some more exciting things coming up in the next year - we know where we need to provide more for you,
and I thinking in terms of data visuals that explain in even more detail why we think this or we think that - keep
your eyes peeled.
November will also mean some of you lovely people will be asked to renew your subscription for the first time ever
- we really do hope that over the last 12 months we have delivered on most of things we promised you for your
£50 a year and more - if we haven’t, please do let me know if you are thinking of not hitting renew - but then think
about everything you might miss in the next 12 months, right?
Enjoy this month’s magazine and please, let me know what you think of the new artwork!
Chris // Founder // Total Football Analysis Magazine
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MILLIE BRIGHT

Chelsea’s ball-playing centre-back
BY ABDULLAH ABDULLAH // @kunabd
6

C

oaches such as Pep Guardiola have
revolutionised the role of the ball playing
centre-back in the modern era. Using the
likes of Gerard Pique, Mats Hummels, John
Stones, and Aymeric Laporte, Guardiola has
influenced football wherever he has coached.
This has not only filtered to other men’s teams
but the women’s game has also taken to
these philosophies to innovate and adapt. The
use of the ball-playing centre-back is one of
them. Many use this type of defender as the
core fundamental part of their tactical plans.
Chelsea Women’s manager, Emma Hayes, is a
proficient tactician that has been at Chelsea for
a number of years and has adopted this tactical
philosophy by using Millie Bright as her creative
outlet.

deeper passing option, and stop attackers from
having time to react.
Bright brings her own qualities to the team
specifically - her ability to break opposition
lines and relieve pressure through her passing
and forward drive. Another added capability is
her physical power and strength. The English
centre-back is able to affect both boxes and
dominate opposition strikers and defenders.
The Chelsea defender is the ‘stopper’ in her
centre-back pairing by intercepting opposition
passes and applying pressure higher up the
pitch. She provides an alternative in their buildup, if her central midfielders are pressed by the
opposition. Modern tactics usually sees teams
press higher and more aggressively, so ball
playing centre-backs have become essential
additions. This, however, inevitably leaves
space in behind and requires the other centreback to be tactically switched on and aware to
provide cover. The below sections will detail the
attributes that make Bright a dynamic centreback.

People that know me realise what kind of
player I am. I’m a front-foot defender; I like a
tackle, but I’m not malicious, and I don’t go
in to hurt. – Millie Bright
The quote perfectly typifies Bright’s play
style. The 26-year-old defender has been ever
present for Chelsea since signing her first
professional contract for the club five years
ago. Bright has showed talent, dynamism,
and passion in her game for club and country,
going on to have a successful career despite
her young age. Centre-backs usually enter their
prime at 28; Bright, on the other hand, has
showed a maturity well beyond her years and
could become future club captain.

Anticipating Positional
Movements
B

right’s positioning as a central defender is
one of the most important traits needed to
play the role. She constantly needs to be aware
of her surroundings and that of her teammates
and opposition. Bright’s reading of the game
is good but is prone to the odd lapse in
concentration, causing opposition ball carriers
to move their way past her.

So what makes Bright such a dynamic
central defender? We will look to analyse and
investigate the attributes that makes Bright a
potent centre-back option.

Millie Bright - Ball
Playing Centre-Back
B

right is a hardworking, aggressive ballplaying centre-back. She’s been a
consistent presence at the back for Chelsea
and England with her ability to play out from
the back and defend aggressively. This type
of centre-back is often used in a creative way
to create goal scoring opportunities, offer a

Bright’s success comes from being able to
intercept opposition passes and stepping in
just as a pass reaches its intended target. This
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situation and re-organise their shape whilst
plotting another attack. What it also does is
force the Spurs central midfielder to vacate her
space and press Ingle, thus allowing Ji So-Yun
free space to occupy that can lead towards
easier progression into the final third.

puts pressure on the ball receiver, where they
have almost no time to react and forces them
to play it back or give away possession. Bright
often challenges for balls just in front of the
defensive line giving her team some forward
momentum before slotting back into her natural
position. She has proved effective at winning
defensive duels if she’s allowed to use her
physicality and strength against her opponents.
As the graph above demonstrates, nine of her
24 challenges came outside of the penalty area
with a success rate of 79%. This shows her
capability to aggressively push forward and
limit the opposition’s movement.

On the other hand, Bright does have a habit to
misjudge certain situations that leaves space in
behind the defensive line. The resulting space
can be exploited by more clinical teams that
possess pace. While holding a higher defensive
line seems to be part of the team’s game plan,
Bright has shown a slight deficiency in her
decision-making. She has shown a tendency
to be overly aggressive. While this isn’t a
criticism, the centre-back would be better off
assessing attacking situations before making
her decision.
We’ve seen her excel in making forward
challenges, and she is a very proficient
tackler in the situations explained earlier. The
sequence of play below typifies her choices
and where it could potentially hurt her team.
She attempts 12.86 recoveries per 90 but
with a mere 20.3% success rate, showing her
eagerness to win tackles but failing to win a
sizeable amount. We’ll see how this move can
affect several players not just ones closest to
her.

Bright stepping forward to intercept the penetrative
pass [Credit: Wyscout]

An on-field example of this style of play can
be seen here in the FAWSL game against
Tottenham Hotspur Women where they look
to try and bypass Chelsea Women’s midfield
with a direct pass into the centre-forward.
Bright recognises the space between the lines
of midfield and sees this as an opportunity to
push Chelsea forward without any pressure
from the Spurs players.

Three English players looking to press the one
Japanese attacker leaving space in behind [Credit:
Wyscout]

As the above graphic illustrates, Japan looks
to progress the ball forward and Bright is seen
attempting to close down the attacker (circled
in grey). We can see space open up in behind
her where the other Japanese attacker (circled
in green) can run into. What Bright didn’t realise
is her two midfield teammates are converging
on the ball receiver and her intervention isn’t

The interception allows Chelsea Women’s to
counter-attack and exploit gaps in behind Spurs’
defensive line [Credit: Wyscout]

Bright wins possession in her duel with the
striker and manages to release a quick-fire
pass into Sophie Ingle who is closest to her.
This has given Chelsea time to reassess the
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necessarily required. The Japanese attacker
furthest forward immediately recognises the
vacated space and makes an attempt towards
it.

high. While she is susceptible to aggressive
high pressing systems, she is more often than
not able to provide her team with an option
to move possession forward. Ball-playing
defenders allow teams to play their midfielders
slightly higher as the centre-backs are able
to accurately find their teammates in more
advanced positions. The higher defensive line
means the whole team pushes forward thus
pressuring the opposition team into holding a
slightly deeper position.

The entire defensive line has to re-adjust and move
around to defend against the attack because of one
movement forward [Credit: Wyscout]

The two Japanese attackers decide to
interchange passes to try and disrupt the
English defence. While the three English
players make their way back, it forced Demi
Stokes (circled in purple) and Lucy Bronze
(circled in yellow) to be wary of any runs in
behind from the two aforementioned Japanese
attackers. Stokes will need to cover Bright’s
position in case the attacker (circled in green)
being marked by Steph Houghton moves into
the unoccupied space. Bronze has to be wary
of the runner (circled in black) moving into the
space between her and Houghton. This leaves
both wide attackers in space in case Japan
decide to switch play out wide. While the
move did not result in a goal, it does bring into
question Bright’s decision-making ability.

Bright’s average position and pass map against
Spurs Women. Her passes are spread across the
pitch [Credit: Wyscout]

The pass map above illustrates Chelsea
Women’s midfielders positioned on or above
the half-way point because of the two centrebacks positioning.

Transitional Play
through possession
passing

Bright looking to bypass Spurs’ tight marking and
shape [Credit: Wyscout]

Against Tottenham Hotspur Women, Bright
showcased her passing ability. She receives
possession as Chelsea are looking to
breakthrough a disciplined Spurs shape. Notice
Spurs’ positioning, they have employed a
compact shape with smaller gaps between
their lines. Each Chelsea player is closely
marked by a Spurs player.

A

rguably Bright’s most impressive trait is her
ability to progress play and create space
with her incredible passing range. For both
Chelsea and England, Bright is often used as a
passing outlet to try and break lines of pressure
and bypass teams that look to press
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Hannah Blundell can exploit the unoccupied space
and play in her teammates [Credit: Wyscout]

Bright’s forward position pulls in two players [Credit:
Wyscout]

With no short passing option available, Bright
resorts to looking for a longer pass to try and
penetrate this rigid Spurs defence and create
space. She attempts a long ball to Hannah
Blundell who is able to take advantage of the
space she has available to her on the left side.
What this does is loosen up Spurs’ shape and
opens up noticeable gaps for the Blues to run
into. The two players circled in black can push
into space due to the centre-back covering the
space between her and the pressing full-back.

Bright is being pressed by two of Brighton
Women’s attackers as she receives possession.
As we discussed earlier, teams will look to
aggressively press centre-backs to try and
dispossess them high up the pitch. Bright
wants to drive into the space just behind the
oncoming attacker to try and push Chelsea
forward and alleviate pressure.

Another portrayal of her excellent line-breaking
ability is seen in her dribbling. With teams
stepping up and closing off short passing
options, the ability to break through these
lines of pressure becomes very important.
Every time the centre-back moves forward
the defending team needs to react to the
unanticipated situation and this allows the team
in possession an opportunity to capitalise.
Bright has this skill in her locker but has room
to improve. There are often times where Bright
will produce a moment of sheer brilliance by
bypassing the high press and, other times
faltering to the intense pressure put on by
strikers.
The statistics support Bright’s passing forays
into the attacking half. If we examine her
passing statistics we can see she attempts
10.75 passes to the final third and 24.69
forward passes. This is an indication of her
willingness to keep the ball moving forward and
attempt riskier passes.

Bright’s forward drive sucked in three players
opening up space [Credit: Wyscout]

The end result is positive. Bright is able to
entice three Brighton players to converge onto
her pulling them out of position. Not only does
this allow Chelsea to move into the final third,
but it creates new possibilities that weren’t
previously available. The Chelsea player (circled
in grey) was being man-marked by the third
Brighton player (circled in white) but now has
been freed up by Bright’s purposeful drive.
Lastly, we shall look into how Bright’s
composure could cause issues to her team
when trying to play out from the back. One of
Bright’s weaknesses is her speed and having a
partner with pace that has the ability to cover,
especially when holding a high line, is essential.
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a dangerous counter-attack situation potentially
putting the tie to bed.

At Chelsea she is partnered alongside
Magdalena Eriksson who is the quicker centreback.

Defensive Spatial
Awareness

With England, Bright is often paired with
arguably England’s best defender in Houghton.
The Manchester City player does not need
to rely on brute force to repel opposition
attacks. This is where Bright’s strengths lie - It
is Houghton’s ability to anticipate danger and
the speed to react swiftly that makes her the
perfect partner for Bright.

F

rom a technical point of view, Bright is a
physical defender that prefers facing up
against strong, physically imposing strikers.
She struggles against pace and technically
gifted centre-forwards. Because of her play
style of aggressively stepping up, quick and
technical forwards are able to use their turn
of pace to manoeuvre themselves around the
centre-back. Bright relies on her centre-back
partner and full-back around her for cover. Both
at Chelsea and England she is surrounded by
pace but when teams isolate in the final third,
this is when she is exploited.

[Credit: Wyscout]

There are often times when Bright is in a
situation that requires a quick and simple pass
to avoid any danger coming from the oncoming
opposition striker. However, poor composure
can sometimes put her in worse situations than
expected. Let’s take the above passage of
play as an example. Bright is about to receive
a pass from her full-back with Lyon striker Ada
Hegerberg pressing. The Chelsea centre-back
needs to play a simple, diagonal pass towards
her full-back or centre-back partner.

Bright’s average heatmap [Credit: Wyscout]

If we examine her heat map, we can see
most of ‘heated’ areas are highlighted slightly
higher up than a usual centre-back. Taking on
13.55 duels per 90, Bright isn’t shy to put in a
challenge but loses possession on average of
11.75 per 90. Playing higher up the pitch will
allow her to make more tackles but equally
puts her in dangerous positions for losing
possession.

[Credit: Wyscout]

Instead, Bright takes an extra second to release
the ball and is closed down by Hegerberg. She
ends up losing the duel and the Lyon centreforward is able to play in the onrushing Jess
Fishlock. This puts the French champions into
Bright is trying to assess the situation and predict
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[Credit: Wyscout]

Reitan’s intentions [Credit: Wyscout]

Let’s take this example against Norway. The
Norwegians are looking to counter-attack
and push forward through Guro Reitan who
is looking to play in Isabell Herlovsen. In this
situation Bright should be aware of Herlovsen’s
movement stopping her from coming inside.
Herlovsen’s body position already indicates
that she wants to cut inside.

We will now analyse one attacking and one
defensive situation where Bright has made a
positive difference.
Firstly, we have an attacking set piece where
Erin Cuthbert is looking to find Chelsea’s
bigger players in the penalty area. Bright is
being marked by two players and will need to
manoeuvre from such a tight angle to generate
enough space to get her head on it. She takes
a quick step to her left, leaps for the incoming
delivery, and then uses her power to not
allow her markers to get the better of her. Her
intelligence in the penalty area is quite high as
shown by her ability to create space for herself
despite being man-marked by two players.

[Credit: Wyscout]

Bright oversteps her mark after Herlovsen’s
touch inside and is caught wrong-footed. This
immediately puts her on the back foot and
allows the Norwegian striker time to take a
touch and get a shot away.
In this case, Herlovsen isn’t a quick striker but
it shows an example of how not being able
to anticipate and defend counter-attacking
situations can put the defence in serious
trouble. Neither Stokes nor Houghton were in a
position to bail her out leaving her to deal with
the one v one situation.
We’ve talked about her physicality and how
that is an asset in both boxes. Bright is aerially
proficient and is able to deal with most lofted
balls that come into the penalty area. Her 4.95
aerial duels at a 72.9% success rate proves her
capabilities in the air. Being able to win over
that many aerial duels allows her team to deal
with any ‘route one’ threats.

Abby Dahlkemper sends in a long ball towards Alex
Morgan [Credit: Wyscout]

From a defensive point of view, here we have
a scenario where Abby Dahlkemper of the
United States Women’s National Team sending
a long ball into Alex Morgan. Bright was tasked
with marking the Orlando Pride striker, and as
we can see in the graphic, she is aware of her
position but is also tracking the trajectory of the
ball.

[Credit: Wyscout]

As the ball lands in England’s penalty area,
Sam Mewis tries to step in to add pressure
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on Bright and put her off. Bright’s size and
physicality overpowers Morgan and she is
able to clear the ball away from any imminent
danger. While there are no English players to
sweep up the second ball, Bright’s objective
was to clear the ball away from her penalty
area.

Perfect Storm
H

aving analysed and assessed Bright’s
strengths and weaknesses, it is fair to
say that the Bright is a gritty, talented, and
hard-working defender with all the attributes
to become a sensational centre-back. If she
can work on her perceived weaknesses in

assessing certain situations when it comes
to pushing forward to defend, then she can
arguably become one of the best ball-playing
centre-backs in women’s football. At the
moment she can be compared to Arsenal’s
David Luiz, who possesses immense ball
playing skills through his passing and creativity
but lacks consistency in defending. Bright may
not be making as many errors but their play
style is comparable. She looks at her most
proficient when playing with Houghton for
England where the Manchester City player’s
intelligence in covering, combined with Bright’s
aggressive playstyle, creates the perfect storm.
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MANCHESTER CITY

A club with tactics across gender boundaries?
BY ANDREW HAINES14// @AndrewHaines98

L

ast season, Manchester City established
domestic domination across men’s and
women’s senior football – collecting six
trophies as a club during the 2018/19 season.
The men’s treble winning season and FA
Community Shield victory were added to by a
women’s FA and League Cup double; making
for a silverware-drenched season for the
Manchester branch of the City Football Group
(CFG).

City’s Ladies do not follow suit when it comes
to lining up in their formation. Cushing has
shown himself to be relatively fluid with his
choice of formation so far this season, opting
with a: 4-4-2, 4-4-1-1, 4-1-4-1 and a 4-3-3
on occasion. However, these are just starting
formations and although lining up differently
can, in reality, still play much closer to
Guardiola’s 4-3-3 with a 4-1-4-1 than it may at
first seem.

It is clear that across the men’s and women’s
game the Blues have one clear function – to
win. Since Sheikh Mansour’s 2008 takeover
of the club, before Manchester City Ladies
were fully incorporated into the men’s setup in
2012 and the CFG was founded in 2014, the
foundations of a long-term footballing dynasty
are being put into place.

High and wide full-backs

Pep Guardiola and City Ladies’ boss, Nick
Cushing, are coaches in their own right –
with separate techniques, mannerisms and
training styles. But, are they carefully selected
managers that fall within the wider brand of
football that CFG is trying to stamp on the
world? And, if so, just how similar are they
tactically?

The men’s high and wide full-backs, Benjamin
Mendy and João Cancelo

H

This tactical analysis will dissect the basic
principles of both Guardiola’s and Cushing’s
Manchester City sides. Analysis will be used to
highlight key areas of their tactics which reflect
one another, and which do not.

Formations
T

his season, Guardiola has most often
deployed his preferred choice of a 4-3-3
formation, only differentiating on occasion for
the extremely similar setup of 4-2-3-1. The
4-2-3-1 acts the same as the 4-3-3 in principle
bar a slightly more advanced central midfielder,
usually in the shape of Kevin De Bruyne. This
formation lends itself perfectly to Guardiola’s
tactic of high and wide full-backs which overlap
and support inward-driving inverted wingers.
When attacking, a central midfielder, usually
Rodri or Fernandinho, is then able to support
the defence to create a back three while the full
backs attack with support from the other two
central midfielders.

ere, Guardiola’s high and wide full-backs
which support the wingers can be seen
against Dinamo Zagreb in City’s 2-0 win in
their Champions League Group Stage game.
The purpose of stationing a full-back high and
wide – in this instance Benjamin Mendy and
João Cancelo – is, as previously mentioned,
to support their winger. This allows the winger
ahead of them to drive inside the pitch, usually
onto their stronger foot, while still having the
support of an overlapping run from the fullback. With the two full-backs and the three of
City’s front line this then creates a five-strong
attack which, in turn, creates an unstoppable
overload in the opposition’s third.
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Manchester City Ladies’ full-backs, Demi Stokes
and Aoife Mannion, also high and wide

This is a tactic which Nick Cushing’s City
Ladies also deploy. Here, in the first ever
Manchester United and City women’s derby
match in the Women’s Super League, Demi
Stokes and Aoife Mannion are in position high
up the pitch ready to support an attack. While
Mannion is advanced to a lesser extent, due
to the ball having come from Stokes’ left-hand
side, Stokes is performing that Guardiolaesque tactic with the overlapping run.
Many successful football teams and managers
deploy high and wide full-backs to support
wingers which drive inside, for example
Brendan Rodgers of Leicester City is having
a large amount of success with it. Therefore,
this tactic alone is not conclusive of the City
Football Group trying to implement and instil
a ‘Manchester City way’ through their choice
of management. However, this is not the only
similarity between the way City’s men’s and
women’s teams attack.

Dominance of attacking
possession
A

nother key attacking principle of Guardiola
is to dominate possession while attacking
in the opposition’s final third. This then allows
Manchester City to bide their time until an
opening appears to make a breakthrough.
City’s men do this by always having a high
number of passing options ahead of the ball
– which is supported by the high and wide
full-backs. Cushing’s side have also shown
signs of this, often having a large number of
players advanced ahead of the ball to overload
opposition thirds and provide attackers with
good passing options.

City men’s build up to their second goal against
Preston in the Carabao Cup

This annotation is during the build-up to City
men’s second goal in a 3-0 hammering of
Preston North End in the Carabao Cup. As can
be seen, David Silva is in possession of the
ball and advancing into the opposition’s final
third. Ahead of him he has four attackers, all of
which have found open space to provide Silva
with four forward passing options. Silva then
finds Raheem Sterling to his left, who advances
further with the ball before threading a through
pass to Gabriel Jesus; he then applies the
finish past Connor Ripley in Preston’s goal.

Demi Stokes with four attackers positioned ahead of
the ball deep in Man United territory

In a similar fashion, here, Stokes who is again
high and wide up the pitch against Manchester
United shows the same pattern of play. Four
of City Ladies’ attacking players are ahead
of the ball, which will allow them to overload
the United defence. While all are not creating
advanced passing options, similar to how
David Silva had against Preston, Stokes has
two options which will allow City to bide their
time in possession and dominate control of the
ball in the opposition’s final third of the pitch.

High press the best for
City
W

hen any side looks to control a game of
football in the modern era, a high pressing
and high work rate seem to be essential figures.
Especially when wanting to control possession,
winning the ball high up the pitch allows sides
to regain any lost foothold on the game – and
with City it is no different. Essentially, when
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a high press is performed well, one player
will charge down the opposition player in
possession as high up the pitch as possible,
while other teammates cut that player’s passing
lines to either tackle, intercept or force an error
which wins possession. City are proving to be
masters at this across both the women’s and
men’s game.

the back through defence and City have
instantly applied pressure to the ball. Jesus
charges down the man in possession, while the
supporting attacking players move into areas
which will allow them to cut the passing lines of
the defender. The Preston player is then forced
to punt the ball long as his immediate options
are cut off by City’s effective press.

Transitioning into
defensive shape
Manchester City Ladies players applying pressure to
all sides of the ball

Again, against Manchester United, City Ladies
can be seen applying high pressure to the ball,
high up the pitch. With Katie Zelem receiving
possession of the ball, City’s attackers
apply instant pressure to her – two attackers
directly press which closes her passing lines
and supporting attackers do the same to
opposition players further afield. Due to the
lack of surrounding options, Zelem then has to
clear the ball long, which falls to Caroline Weir
who unleashes and unstoppable left-footed
shot beyond Mary Earps. While the shot and
goal itself is a wonder goal and therefore not
directly because of clever tactics, winning back
possession through high pressing facilitated
the goal.

Guardiola’s side having lost possession and
transitioning back into their defensive shape

N

ot only do City’s men’s and women’s
teams follow the same suit in their basics
of attacking and pressing, they also mirror
one another when transitioning into defensive
shape when dispossessed. Here, in City
men’s 2-2 draw at the Etihad Stadium with
Tottenham Hotspur, City have lost possession
in midfield and are moving back into their
defensive shape. From an advanced position
high and wide, Oleksandr Zinchenko has made
a backwards run and the back four become
compact with narrow gaps between defenders.
Ilkay Gundogan then drops back to support the
back four as Rodri and Bernardo Silva apply
pressure to both sides of the ball in an attempt
to win back possession.

Pep Guardiola’s side pressing high up the pitch and
cutting passing lines

This annotation shows how Guardiola’s City
side use the same tactic. In their game against
Preston, Ripley has played the ball out from
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Manchester City Ladies dropping into a compact
back-four line with Kiera Walsh supporting just in
front

Just like Guardiola’s side, here, Cushing’s
back line has become compact after losing the
ball and Manchester United have advanced
forwards. While the lines are not quite as
compact as City’s men, the basic shape is still
clearly visible. Kiera Walsh can also clearly be
seen making a backwards run to cover the
space in front of the back four, similarly to how
Gundogan had done in the previous annotation.

Conclusion
W

hilst this tactical analysis has only been
able to scratch the surface of similarities
between Manchester City’s men’s and women’s
teams, it has provided clear evidence that
both sides boast very similar basic principles.
Perhaps the City Football Group may have
been astute in their appointments of talented
managers, which share similar attributes and
tactical outlooks. However, with clear evidence
and Manchester City’s self-proclaimed ‘one
City’ mentality, the effort from the CFG to
implement a ‘Manchester City way’ is not
unbelievable; it is in fact quite possible.
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SET PIECES

Man to man vs zonal marking
BY CAMERON MEIGHAN // @cam_meighan
20

T

he debate of man to man-marking vs
zonal marking is not a new one, but every
now and again new team’s systems and their
struggles reignite this debate. This season,
Chelsea’s struggles with zonal marking have
raised this question yet again. In light of this,
I decided to have a look across Europe’s
top 5 leagues, looking at the best and worst
teams in each league to come to some sort of
conclusion.
The analysis I did in each of the top 5 leagues
showed a pretty clear, and somewhat
unexpected trend- that the worst teams in
each of the leagues followed the man-marking
approach. The man-marking approach
can have some benefits, as can the zonal
marking system, and so this piece will offer
the advantages and disadvantages of both
systems, and identify some common trends
across the systems.

Zonal marking and the
'golden zone'

One thing all top teams do from set pieces
zonally, including Liverpool, is occupy the
‘golden zone’ well. This area, highlighted
below, is where a large majority of corners are
delivered into, and where a large proportion
of goals can come from if not dealt with
effectively. Therefore, it is vital that the player
who occupies this zone is excellent in the air
and is able to win headers in this area. For
Liverpool, Joël Matip occupies this zone, while
Van Dijk occupies a zone near the penalty spot.
The area Van Dijk occupies is perhaps more
dangerous, but the ball enters this zone less
and Matip performs his role superbly, as we
can see below.

T

he concept of zonal marking revolves
around achieving the maximum coverage of
the box possible, while ensuring that minimum
spaces open up within the structure. Most top
teams use a zonal marking structure, and so
to explain this we can take a look at some of
these teams, starting with arguably the best
side at defending corners - Liverpool.
Liverpool defend with a line of five just inside
the six yard box, which occupies that whole
space and is tasked with clearing the ball
away should it enter its zone. One player also
occupies the near post area, to prevent any
balls being played directly behind this line.
Two midfielders then man-mark and act as
blockers for players running from deep, which
prevents the opposition from gaining too much
momentum and getting on the end of the
initial cross. Two players position themselves
between the goal and the players on the edge
of the box and mop up any second balls. This
gives Liverpool maximum coverage of the box,
with no real areas of weakness.

Bayern Munich have one of the best records
in the Bundesliga from set pieces, and follow
similar principles. Here, we can see Bayern are
able to occupy the zone the ball enters with
lots of players, whereas with a man marking
approach players tend to lose markers and
simply follow their runner, which can open up
spaces.
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Here we can see Bayern again, this time doing
an excellent job of occupying this ‘golden
zone’, with three players inside this area. This
prevents any flick-ons and allows them to win
the ball.

We can see Bayern doing the same thing
below. Bayern win the second ball, and are
able to push up from the structure highlighted
earlier in the piece, into two distinct lines,
which allows them to cover lots of space and
win the second ball.

Preston use a very similar set up to Liverpool
as we can see below, and have one of the best
records from corners in the Championship this
season. This again offers good coverage of
the box, with little space for a good delivery
and run to exploit. Preston again here do an
excellent job of occupying the ‘golden zone’
with three players in close proximity within this
area.

Drawbacks of zonal
marking

F

Second ball benefits
A

nother advantage of zonal marking over
man marking is its ability to deal with
second balls. The rigid structure of zonal
marking allows for staggering and depth within
the structure, and offers a less random situation
from the second ball than man-marking. Here
we see a great example of the depth that can
be created by zonal marking, with Liverpool
winning the first ball, and pushing out in three
lines to control the second ball. This means
that Liverpool cover more ground as a team
as opposed to being in a somewhat random
shape, and also means that if the opposition
is able to get the second ball, it is much more
difficult to get a shot at goal.

or all of its positives, zonal marking does
however have some faults. The first of
these weaknesses I will cover is the discipline
required and the coaching hours needed
to train this effectively. With the following
examples, we can see how the small intricacies
of zonal marking can cause problems for
teams.
We can see below the first example of a
disadvantage to zonal marking, which is in
essence one of the basics of defending setpieces. No matter the system, teams have to
have players who can/will head the ball away
should it enter the zone they are occupying.
In and around the ‘golden zone’ mentioned
previously, Man City leave Raheem Sterling (of
all people) in a large space to defend the ball
into this area. His height doesn’t allow him to
cut out the delivery into that area of the pitch,
and so Norwich get a free header and score.
In arguably the most important zone from a set
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piece, City employed Sterling in this area, and
were punished as a result.

We can see in the example below, Chelsea
have also had similar personnel issues. This
time, Chelsea have 5’9” Mateo Kovačić
defending the near post, and so when he can’t
clear the ball, the delivery makes its way into
the central zone, where 5’10” César Azpilicueta
doesn’t win the header against Wilfred Ndidi.
In short then, tall players who are good in the
air, in key zones, are still needed for it to be
successful.

Common strategy against
zonal marking

It is however not as simple as delivering the ball
into the back post, as teams may recognise
this and the furthest player back can shuffle
across if needed. Instead, the ‘golden zone’
can be used to increase the chances of a goal
at the back post.
Our first example comes from Dortmund, who
have struggled from corners this season, in
large parts down to this strategy. We can see
below they are set up in a zonal structure, with
a large space for Werder to make runs into.
Their initial shape here is good, but there is a
lot of reliance on the players in the six yard box
to win the header at the near post.

Therefore, when they don’t win the ball on
the edge of the six-yard box, problems
occur. Sensing a danger from the near post,
Dortmund’s players within the six-yard box
are sucked towards the ball and lose their
structure, meaning the space at the back post
is made larger and easier to access due to
a flat line. Therefore a good flick on and coordinated run from Werder Bremen sees them
score.

E

agle-eyed readers of this piece may
have noticed, that although most space
is covered in zonal marking, many of the
examples used so far in this piece have the
same flaw.
Space at the back post.
This of course only becomes a problem if
the first header isn’t won, which is somewhat
where personnel comes in, but nevertheless
this strategy is becoming increasingly common
against teams who use zonal marking.

The same problem occurred for Dortmund
against Köln. Again, Dortmund lose the header
in the ‘golden zone’ at the near post, and are
sucked towards the ball in a flat line. Nico
Schulz holds his position reasonably well, but
is still unaware of the run made behind him and
Dortmund concede.
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post area. What Atlético do well here is reduce
the space for runs to be made, and also do an
excellent job in terms of their movements to
stay with their runners and stop runs.

It isn’t just Dortmund who have been caught
out by this routine however, and various
teams have tried it against teams, such as
MK Dons against Liverpool in the League Cup
(unsuccessfully). This final example however
focuses on Everton. Again, they lose the
header in the forward left corner of the six-yard
box and they push up into a flat defensive line,
which is caught out by a run behind the furthest
man. In this example, Everton have Richarlison
occupying the zone, who is maybe not the best
player for the job.

I

We can see again in the example below,
Atlético block runs well and reduce the space
for these runs to be made. The sample sizes
of the Mediterranean leagues is much smaller
however this season, and so in recent weeks I
wouldn’t be shocked if more trends come out
from these leagues, or if Atlético began to have
some problems against organised offensive set
pieces.

The benefits of man to
man marking

n truth, as a coach who favours zonal marking,
I cannot see many advantages of man-to-man
marking over zonal marking, as long as zonal
marking is done correctly. Therefore in that
regard, man-to-man marking is easier to coach
as it relies a lot on individual ability in duels
and hunger to win the ball. One team which
has been very successful using a man-to-man
approach this season has been Atlético Madrid.
Atlético clearly have the players and have been
coached in a way for it to be successful, in
terms of being so defensively disciplined and
committed to the cause. We can see Atlético’s
structure here below, with most players man for
man other than one player occupying the near

Disadvantages of manto-man marking

T

he main disadvantages I feel man-marking
has against zonal marking is it’s reliance on
individuals and the lack of coverage of the box
it gives you. So let’s begin with the latter.
Because of it’s reliance on the movement of the
opposition, a team’s shape can be manipulated
much more easily to create space, such as in
this example below from Werder Bremen, who
have one of the worst records from corners
in the Bundesliga this season. Here Bremen
man-mark tightly, and so Timo Werner makes
a decoy run towards the front post. This run
drags his runner with him, which creates space
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for Orban to run into the now unoccupied zone
and out-jump his marker to finish.

We can see a very similar example here below,
this time in Italy with Bologna, who also use
a man-marking approach, and who also
possess one of the worst set-piece records
in the league. The player nearest to the goal
makes a decoy run which opens up the space
for the player behind. Again, with a large zone
completely unoccupied, it comes down to a
1v1 in the air, which Bologna lose and therefore
concede a goal.

Sometimes, these spaces don’t even have to
be made any bigger through movement, and
good deliveries can simply take advantage
of poor coverage. Below, Middlesbrough
leave a massive space and get tight to the
opposition, who simply run around them and
out-jump them to score at the back post.
Middlesbrough’s defending of set-pieces has
been nothing short of shambolic this season.

As mentioned, man-to-man marking also relies
solely on players winning 1v1 battles when
required, which can be difficult and inefficient,
as shown in the examples below. Tracking both
the flight of the ball and your marker can be
quite difficult at times, particularly if the run is
being made from a deep position into space.
Players often stay with tight with their man
up until the ball is played into the box, where
players have a natural instinct and need to look
where the ball is going. In the case below, the
Mainz player checks where the ball is, turning
his back on Guido Burgstaller completely, and
so by the time he turns back, he has lost him
completely and Burgstaller is scoring in the
space highlighted.

Inter Milan are yet to concede from a corner in
the league so far this season using a man-toman approach, however they have still given
away chances due to this common error. We
can see again that the marker turns his back
on the player once the ball is being played, and
so when the player runs in a different direction,
they have a free run. Milan Škriniar does
excellently here to hold his ground and win the
header, despite the player having a free run at
him.
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Conclusion
O

verall, I think my thoughts have been made
pretty clear on the matter. Although manto-man marking is easier to coach, it relies
on your player’s ability to stay with men and
win headers, rather than relying on a compact
system. Teams who concede goals with zonal
marking, tend to have their system criticised,
while teams which use man-marking who
concede goals, tend to have the individuals
blamed, when in reality, the system is partially
at fault.
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How to create a meaningful finishing practice
BY DAVID SELINI // @DaveSelini
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I

t is often said that the hardest thing in football
is to score goals. Therefore, every coach has
a responsibility to provide players with the
opportunity to practice this vital part of football.
As such, this article will focus on how we as
coaches can create finishing practices that are
meaningful for our players when it comes to all
the aspects required to become good finishers.

with some sort of rondo or passing drill but I
have not included any of those since I want
to stick to the focus of this piece, which is
finishing practice. This piece will discuss an
example session for coaches to use when
planning finishing practices. It should be
noted that this piece only focusses on creating
chances from central combination play.

My experience as a player is that finishing
practice is often focussed solely on the
technical aspect of shooting itself. I think this
is problematic in two ways. Firstly, if we only
practice the technical element of shooting, we
lose the game-like situation where players are
finishing in realistic scenarios. As a player, the
shooting practices I have been part of have
usually involved a pass to the shooter who then
finishes at goal. There has been no pressure,
which has made it a very unrealistic situation.
Secondly, when that reality is not there, the
psychological aspect of finishing is lost. The
very best goalscorers manage to maintain their
calmness in front of goal, which helps them to
score goals in heavily pressurised situations.
Millions of footballers have the required
technical ability to finish chances, but much
fewer possess the mental ability to do so in
games. This is due to various psychological
factors that need to be practised for a player to
become comfortable in goalscoring situations.

Exercise 1: Preparing to
finish
M

y first exercise does not include any
finishing at all. Instead, the focus is on
getting the players into positions where they
could have gone on to finish. I use this as
a way to prepare the players for the rest of
the session. The game is quite simple. The
players are divided into two teams (8 vs 8 in the
example below) and the pitch is set up like the
image below highlights. There is a “goal-line”
on each short side, which is where the team
can “score” a goal. A goal is scored by playing
the ball beyond the line into the path of a
player making a run into space. Players are not
allowed to stand in the space since the ball has
to be played in there first.

Do not get me wrong here, technical ability is
still crucial, but we need to create practices
that can combine technical ability with realistic
game-like situations where our players are
forced to deal with players chasing them
or throwing themselves in front of the ball.
Therefore, we need meaningful finishing
practice in realistic contexts to help equip our
players with all the tools needed to succeed,
and not only how to shoot. To demonstrate
what I mean by this, I have included exercises
that I find very beneficial when I try to improve
my team’s attacking play and my players’
finishing abilities.

The aim of this exercise is to work on our
attacking play and force players to make runs
in behind a defence, which will be key in the
next exercise. As mentioned, I am preparing
the players by getting them into habits that will
be required as we go on to the next exercise.

An Example Session
M

y team uses a 3-4-3 formation which is
why all exercises are based around shapes
fitting into that approach. I start all sessions
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Exercise 2: Creating
chances and finishing

N

ow, as you see below, we include
goalkeepers and goals. The players are
split into two groups; attacking players and
defenders. The defenders (yellow) are set
up in a back-three due to my formation, but
they could just as easily be organised in a
back-four if that is how you play. The five
attackers are organised to resemble our two
central midfielders and our three forwards.
The attackers will then look to break through
the yellow team to score on the goalkeeper.
The rule here is that the defenders cannot
defend beyond the red line until the ball has
been played past that line. Here, I build on the
previous exercise with a similar setup. The
attacking players will now already be thinking
about the runs they need to make to get in
behind the defensive line and the same rule
applies: the ball must be played into the space
first.

I usually run this exercise for around 30 minutes
because I want to create as many goalscoring
situations as possible. It is crucial to modify the
size of the pitch so that the attackers succeed
in creating chances. Otherwise, the purpose
is somewhat lost. The risk here since I use
defenders is that the attackers will get very
few chances to score. Still, I think it is worth it.
Even if a striker only gets six chances here, I
would still consider those six realistic chances
as more beneficial for his/her development
than 30 unopposed shots at goal. The reason
for this is obviously that those six chances
represent opportunities that player might get in
our next game.

If the defenders win possession, they can
counter-attack on the two cone-goals, forcing
the attackers to react to losses of possession.
This gives the exercise a transitional element
for both sides; attacking transition for the
defenders and defensive transition for the
attackers. From a defensive perspective, this
exercise is also very beneficial for our defensive
setup since the defenders have to press, cover,
and block passing lanes since they are not
allowed to defend beyond the red line.
However, as soon as the ball has been played
into that space, as highlighted below, the
defenders can defend beyond the red line.
As they do so, the attacker will be put under
pressure and will need to deal with that
pressure when trying to score. This is my main
aim with this exercise; to get the attackers to
score in realistic game-like scenarios.

Exercise 3: An 8 vs 8
game working on the
same principles
A

fter that exercise, we end the practice with
a game where we basically just add goals
and goalkeepers on the six-yard line to the
preparation exercise we did after the warm-up.
Thus, I still include a zone where the defenders
cannot go in before the ball has been played
into that space. It concludes our session
nicely as the players will be comfortable with
the rules and will realise what I want from
them. Crucially, it still creates realistic finishing
scenarios where the players are forced to
develop their calmness and confidence in front
of goal when under pressure.
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Conclusion

can combine those types of drills with more
realistic game-like exercises like the ones
included in this piece. Finishing takes place in
highly pressurised situations where a player’s
psychological attributes are just as important
as their technical. If we can create meaningful
finishing practices that allow players to finish
in realistic situations, we will reap the rewards
as our players will be more comfortable when
those situations arise during games.

I

f we are to develop our player’s quality
in front of goal, we cannot only focus on
their shooting technique in isolated drills.
That still fulfills a purpose, but only if we
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Of Slavia Prague: Head Coach Analysis
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S

lavia Prague are one of this season’s most
interesting Champions League teams. They
have unquestionably been dealt the hardest
group, as they sit shoulder to shoulder with
Barcelona, Borussia Dortmund, and Inter Milan.
Their first game came against the latter where
they drew 1-1 at the San Siro, becoming the
first team to take points from them at home this
season, whilst they most recently lost 2-0 at
home to Dortmund. But after two games they
are still in touching distance of the qualification
spots.

and one of their three central midfielders will
drop directly between the two of them, whilst
the remaining two take the half-spaces.

Domestically they have been a dominant force
since for the past three years, and their current
Head Coach, Jindřich Trpišovský has overseen
them now for just under two of these years.

In doing so they are able to draw the opposing
team onto them and look to exploit the space
in behind them.
The full-backs start high and are out of shot in
the above image. Trpišovský wants his side to
play out from the back, and invite pressure on
to them as they play out, creating more space
for the full-backs and wingers.

Trpišovský took over as Head Coach of
Slavia Prague on 22 December 2017. His
predecessor, Jaroslav Šilhavý, had steered the
side to their first league title in seven years,
but a slow first half of the 2017/18 season
meant Trpišovský was brought in. Since his
appointment, he has won an incredible 68.54%
of 89 games played since taking over from
Šilhavý.

They look to work the ball wide and create
triangles in order to work the ball down the
line. The full-back will often drop to receive and
can use one of the central-midfielders to link
with. However, they will also check their run
and instead turn and look for the ball over the
opposing full-back. Slavia aren’t afraid to play
a long ball and were the third highest in the
league for long balls last season.

He has only suffered seven league losses as
a coach in his 61 league games in charge and
has already managed a league title and two
domestic cups.

Build-up play and
attacking focus

The midfielder beginning in the half-space also
looks to support either the full-back or move as
an option to support the winger.

T

rpišovský favours the use a 4-2-3-1 or a
4-1-4-1. Whichever formation he uses, what
is a constant is the trio of central-midfielders,
whether he has two sit with one in front or vice
versa.
Trpišovský’s main focus is to have his side
build play on the flanks, setting them up to
create as much space for their wingers and fullbacks as possible.
As soon as the goalkeeper receives
possession, the two centre-backs split wide,

In the above image, we can see this happening
as the centre-back is supported by his fullback down the line, or he has the option of
his centre-midfielder inside. Both the full-back
and midfielder move vertically to create an
opportunity to work the ball down the line.
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Their play is based around creating a numerical
advantage on the wings. Once they are in
possession of the ball on the flanks, Trpišovský
wants his wide players to link up and work as a
pair. The ball-carrier will drive inside at the back
four at an angle. If a through ball or a shooting
chance presents itself, they will take this
opportunity, but the main idea is to bring the
opposition defence narrower, and allow space
for the second wide player, to have space to
receive and cross.

In the above example, the full-back drives
inside at the opposition back four bringing the
left-back towards him enough where the Slavia
right-winger has space to receive and cross.

Slavia have been consistently potent in
shooting from the edge of the 18-yard box or
deeper under Trpišovský. So much so that their
midfield have proven to be their most potent
goalscoring option. Their three highest scorers
from last season were Tomáš Souček, Miroslav
Stoch and Josef Hušbauer, with 18, 14 and 12
goals each in all competitions, respectively.
Stoch, who has now moved on to PAOK, was
particularly fond of shooting from distance,
as his shooting map demonstrates. However,
it is an excellent example of how dangerous
Trpišovský’s side can be if given space outside
the area.

As they work the ball into wide areas teams will
often counter this with a low defensive block,
dropping their wingers back to prevent Slavia
from crossing. This creates opportunities for
Trpišovský’s side to shoot from long distance,
and this is something he encourages.
Last season, under Trpišovský, Slavia took
more shots than any other side in the Czech
Republic, taking 271. That was 54 shots more
than the second-highest in the league, at an
average of 7.74 per game.

If they are unable to work a cross from a wide
position, due to the opposition dropping large
numbers into their low block, Slavia are able to
use their numbers in midfield to either switch
the side or attack the space left at the edge of
the 18-yard box and shoot.

Midfielder Hušbauer took 93 shots last season,
the most in the league. Behind him was his
midfield teammate Stoch who took 91. This
season Hušbauer has also taken the most
shots and is on track to take more than last
year, having taken 37 from 11 games.
The top five in the league this year is comprised
of three midfielders from Slavia Prague,
Hušbauer, last season’s top scorer Souček, and
Nicolae Stanciu. Stanciu also took the most
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shots per 90 minutes last season with 4.58.
This season he is currently top of the table
again with 4.9.
Despite taking more shots per game than any
of their domestic rivals, last season they only
had the fifth highest xG per shot in league. This
is likely down to the large number of shots they
take from distance. This year they are even
lower, only five teams have a lower xG per shot.
Despite this, they are slightly below the xG for
the season of 24.57 with 23 goals.

He has packed the side with players who can
cross. Hušbauer is the most accurate in the
league with 52.78%, taking 3.33 crosses per
game. Hušbauer tends to play crosses from
deep, looking for players running in behind
the backline. Trpišovský wants these crosses
to land in the 18-yard box, but closer to the
penalty spot than the six-yard box.
Slavia’s cross map against Karviná from last
season shows where Hušbauer (10) looks to
place the majority of his crosses.

This is not to say they don’t penetrate the
opposition area. They take 27.34 touches in
the box per 90 mins. In the top 5 leagues, only
Bayern Munich and Manchester City register
more touches in the box.
However, Trpišovský wants his side exploiting
the space that they create outside of the area
due to their threat from the cross.

Slavia Prague's elite
crossing
T

rpišovský prioritises working the ball into
wide areas, breaking past the backline
and playing high percentage crosses into the
box. Crossing is hardly a ground-breaking
tactical ploy, however, few do it like Slavia
Prague. Under Trpišovský’s tenure, Slavia have
consistently been ranked in the top three in the
league for amount of crosses per 90 minutes.
Accuracy was initially an issue. In his first
season, they ranked only ninth in the league for
accuracy but improved to sixth last year. This
season they have been the most accurate in
the league, whilst also taking the most crosses
per game, with 43.2% from 20.83 crosses per
game. There is no team in the top 5 leagues
in Europe making 20+ crosses a game with
more than 40% completion. In fact, there are
only three other sides with that statistic playing
in any top-flight league in Europe: Rostov of
Russia, Crvena Zvezda of Serbia, and Apollon
of Cyprus being the only other teams.

But of course, Hušbauer isn’t Slavia’s only
dangerous option when it comes to crossing
and he has been surrounded by players who
are just as talented when it comes to delivering
the ball.
Trpišovský’s recruitment strategy has been
about ensuring he has players who can deliver
a cross throughout his midfield, and of course
from the full-back position. VladimírCoufal was
brought in from Slovan Liberec, Jakub Hora
from Teplice, Peter Olayinka from Gent, Nicolae
Stanciu from Al-Ahli and Lukáš Masopust from
Jablonec.
Along with Hušbauer all of these players rank
in the 30 in league for amount of crosses per
game, with both Hora and Coufal firmly in the
top 10. Right-back Coufal is also the fourth
most accurate crosser in the league.
The wide range of players they have that are
strong crossers makes it hard for teams to
prevent such a tactic. If they press high and try
to prevent them from getting into wide areas,
the pace of the likes of Olayinka can hurt teams
in behind.
Over half of their goals last season came from
crosses. This season 46% of their league goals
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have come from crosses too.
They are particularly potent from corners too,
scoring 15 goals from such situations last
season. Trpišovský uses set-piece routines with
lots of movement in and out of the box in order
for opposing defences to be more concerned
with Slavia’s movement rather than the flight of
the ball.

season and this season are currently the most
efficient defensive outfit in the league, winning
60.2% of their defensive duels. Left-back
Jaroslav Zelený won an incredible 79.2% of his
defensive duels, whilst centre-back Simon Deli,
who has since joined Club Brugge, was almost
as effective, winning 77.88% of his duels. Their
holding midfielder, Souček, has been one of
the most effective defensive players in the
league this season too winning 68.97% of his
defensive duels.
Aerially they are strong across the backline.
Coufal has won 70.37% of his aerial duels,
whilst Souček and Ondřej Kúdela are also in
the top 30 for % success won of aerial duels.

The players that move out of the box are able
to work as blockers for their teammates as two
players move from outside the area to attack
the front and the back post.

Defensive approach
D

efensively Slavia are incredibly strong. Last
season they conceded only 26 goals in 35
league games. So far this season they have
conceded just two goals in 11 league games,
leading to a total of just 41 goals conceded
in 61 league games. That’s just 0.67 goals a
game.
Incredibly they have kept clean sheets in over
half of the games Trpišovský has overseen.
Last season they managed a streak of 571
minutes without conceding a goal. They have
already bettered that this season going 606
minutes without conceding a league goal
before Opava scored a last-minute equalizer at
the beginning of last month.

Trpišovský is very aware of his sides defensive
strengths, particularly aerially, and plays to this.
He has Slavia engage in a high press. They had
the third-highest challenge intensity last season
in the Czech league, and have the highest this
year. They look to prevent teams from getting
comfortable in possession and allow only 5.82
passes on average per defensive action.
In doing so Trpišovský looks to encourage the
long ball from the opposition with which his
defence can deal with aerially, or win the ball
back in an advanced position and have his
pacy attack counter.
Trpišovský likes the side to remain narrow and
isn’t flexible with his formations defensively.
Although he allows his side to commit
themselves going forward, he likes his team to
be disciplined in their defensive approach and
if using a 4-2-3-1 formation, this is how they
will set up defensively. Likewise, with a 4-1-4-1,
they will defend in such a formation.

So how have they
achieved this?
T

rpišovský has assembled a group of
outstanding defensive talents. As a side
they won 62.7% of their defensive duels last

The image above highlights Slavia’s rigidity in
their defensive formation, whilst showing how
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narrow they get. By doing so, upon recovering
the ball, they look to create width as quickly
as possible and use the space on the wings to
get the ball into their wingers or full-backs in
dangerous positions once again.

Conclusion
T

rpišovský has built a side in Slavia Prague
that could well dominate domestically for
years to come, whilst also having the potential
to make a deep run in one of Europe’s top-tier
competitions. If dealt an easier group than their
current Champions League “group of death”, it
wouldn’t be unreasonable to suggest they’re a
side capable of making the knockout rounds.
Should they fall at the first hurdle in that
competition, they will be a side to avoid in the
Europa League’s latter stages.
Trpišovský has gradually improved this side
over his short time in charge, across the board.

We can see how strong they are defensively,
and how the side is filled with goalscoring
talents across the pitch. They are stronger in
possession under their current manager too.
They have improved their passing accuracy
into the final third by 5% as a side, whilst their
average possession under Trpišovský has
jumped up from 51% to 61.1%.
Trpišovský’s recruitment policy has been a
driving force for their success. They have seen
a profit of £11.76 million whilst he has been in
charge. All of this whilst bringing a league title,
two cups, and Champions League football.
When he took over they had the fourth oldest
squad in the league with an average age of
29.9. They are now the fourth-youngest side in
the league with an average age of 26.3.
This could well be a team, and a manager, to
watch over the coming years.
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FRENKIE DE JONG

How is he settling at Barcelona?
BY DOMAGOJ KOSTANJŠAK // @BarcaFront
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A

nd just like destiny itself, the young pearl
of Holland, Frenkie de Jong, finally arrived
at Catalonia and sealed his dream move to
Barcelona last summer. Playing with Lionel
Messi and defending the Blaugrana colours
were simply deal-breaking and the Dutchman
couldn’t resist the temptation, leaving his
beloved Ajax behind after a wonderful spell.

the now 22-year-old had most of the pitch
safely covered. And now that he has joined
Barcelona, the situation is much the same.
So far, we have seen De Jong deployed in
two major positions on the pitch: acting as
the team’s sole pivot or defensive midfielder
and acting as their central and more advanced
midfielder, often even slotting wide on one of
the flanks.

Now that we are already a couple of months
into his new career in Spain and just over a
month in La Liga, it is time to analyse just what
kind of a role De Jong will play at Barcelona
and how exactly does Ernesto Valverde plan on
utilising the 22-year-old.

With those two positions being his most
prominent ones so far, we will delve deeper
into what kind of a role does he assume when
deployed in each of those two roles and see
how they differ one from another and how they
affect De Jong’s playing style in general.
But before that, a quick glance at his overall
heatmap and his preferred positions, courtesy
of Wyscout.

This tactical analysis will give you De Jong’s full
scout report and explain the Dutchman’s roles
within the Blaugrana’s tactics.

Player overview
F

renkie de Jong is a 22-year-old midfielder
who joined Barcelona in the summer transfer
window of 2019 for a reported sum of €75m
(£67m) – a true bargain by the modern market’s
standards.
He was a really coveted player too, as
Barcelona had to fend off the likes of Paris
Saint-Germain to finally seal the deal and get
their target. This is no surprise either as De
Jong truly is a complete midfielder, equally
skilled in both attack and defence, extremely
hard-working, highly technical and skilled and
above all else – incredibly versatile.
For that reason, finding a place for him under
the sun of Catalonia was, at least on paper,
a relatively easy job for Valverde. It seems,
however, that the young Dutchman will be
shifted through multiple positions and roles, all
of which will now be analysed in detail.
Let’s go.

Versatility at its best
T

he Dutchman played in a plethora of
different roles back when he was at Ajax
– from an attacking midfielder to centre-back,

Defensive midfielder/Pivot
E

ven though he is more than capable of
slotting into various different positions on
the pitch, De Jong is most comfortable when
playing as the deepest midfielder and acting as
the team’s pivot, either by himself or forming a
double-pivot with one of his teammates, both
of which we have already seen at Barcelona.
Still, when acting alone, De Jong has clear
instructions and two main roles: serving as
assistance for the Catalans’ defenders, either
by dropping deep and assisting the buildup or simply by drifting to the wider areas
in Barcelona’s half to achieve numerical
superiority or battle the team’s inferiority in
numbers.
We’re going to break down his defensive
midfielder role in three parts, depending on the
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team’s positioning on the pitch. We’ll start in
their own first third and when pressed high by
the opposition.
Back in Ajax, we would often see De Jong drop
between the centre-backs and go straight into
that lavolpiana position from where he has
enough space and vision to distribute the ball
further up the pitch. This is actually something
Sergio Busquets does as well and something
De Jong has continued doing at Barcelona.

He receives the ball and proceeds to run with
it towards the opposition’s half, which is the
second phase of his role. This is instinctive for
the 22-year-old midfielder as he is often making
progressive passes and driving with the ball
into free space when he sees it.

Notice above how De Jong drops all the way
deep in order to help ease the opposition’s
press. Once that is done, Barcelona can
effectively push both of their full-backs higher
up the pitch and make sure the pressing squad
cannot close all of their passing channels.

This season and across all competitions, De
Jong averaged 2.33 progressive runs which
shows that the above examples are not
isolated cases. The third phase commences
once Barcelona settle in the opposition’s half,
assume control and have to fight to break
down their block.

From here, and if necessary, the Catalans
drop more midfielders to help advance the
ball forward and De Jong is used as the main
distributor from the back due to his security on
the ball and remarkable passing accuracy.
In 2019/20 and across all competitions, De
Jong averaged 94.9% passing accuracy while
deploying 72.16 passes per game so far. He
also received an average of 53.88 passes,
which shows how involved he is on the pitch
and eager to get the ball at all times.
Once Barcelona can safely build-up from the
back, their defensive line is slowly shifted much
higher up the pitch, often even going beyond
the halfway line. During that process, De Jong
has a specific task of receiving the ball and
driving forward with it, conquering the space up
front and moving towards the opposition’s final
third, as can be seen in the short sequence of
images below.

Usually, De Jong’s aggressiveness is somewhat
dampened when he’s acting as the team’s sole
pivot and he will position himself just in front
of the centre-back pairing to oversee the pass
distribution from a spot that offers him the most
space, time and vision on the ball, like in the
example you can see below.
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Of course, we also have to take into account
the possibility of De Jong sharing that role with
another midfielder, usually either Busquets or
Ivan Rakitić, both of whom can play this role
effectively.

Below, we can see how that looks like when he
provides assistance and achieves numerical
superiority on the flanks, ensuring the
opposition cannot trap Barcelona and snatch
the ball away in a dangerous area on the pitch.

In the scenario in which we find De Jong and
Busquets together on the pitch, it’s more likely
that the Dutchman assumes a slightly more
advanced role, and ventures forward more
often than the Spaniard.
Nevertheless, the two will usually hold the lines
and control proceedings from a deeper position
around the centre of the pitch, as can be seen
from the next image down below.

Here, we see Busquets and De Jong holding
the lines while Arthur Melo supports the attack
further up the pitch. This can, of course,
change as De Jong attacks the free space
as we have already explained earlier in this
analysis.

One other distinct role he has in the team is
always being vigilant and intercepting probing
passes that head into the Blaugrana’s half.
Being highly skilled defensively, De Jong is
excellent at reading the opposition’s attempts
and will often venture higher up the pitch
if it means a chance at breaking up the
opposition’s attack.
An example of that kind of a situation can be
seen below where he pushes forward with
his teammates when the opportunity arises
to press the opposition effectively and with
success.

One other thing we can often see from the
22-year-old midfielder in this role is defensive
actions. Of course, being the team’s pivot kind
of suggests that is a part of his job but De Jong
is exceptionally good at this too.
This season, he averaged 3.1 interceptions
per game across all competitions and 8.02
recoveries with 61.31% happening in the
opposition’s half of the pitch. When we
combine that with 66.1% defensive duels won
we get a really impressive resume from the
young player already.
We also mentioned how he often drifts wide
in defensive phases. This is also done for
two simple reasons: combating numerical
inferiority/ establishing numerical superiority
and covering the full-backs’ overlaps.

Finally, let’s quickly analyse the average
heatmap of the midfielder when he is deployed
as the team’s pivot and also take a look at his
passmap from that same game. Both can be
seen in the image below.
The game in question is actually De Jong’s
official La Liga debut against Athletic Club,
which Barcelona lost 1-0, but the Dutchman
still performed rather well on the night. We can
immediately see how he is positioned slightly
deeper on the pitch and is used as the team’s
source of progressing the ball from their own
half and into the opposition’s.
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the pass from Busquets and then quickly turns
and plays the ball right into Arthur’s feet and
towards the final third.

Now we’ll move to the second part of this
analysis and focus on De Jong’s more
advanced role as the team’s centre-midfielder
and see how that differs from the role we just
analysed.

Centre-midfielder
A

s a general rule of thumb, the main
difference between those two positions
and their roles is simply in the level of
aggressiveness De Jong shows on the pitch.
This is then reflected in the riskiness of his
passes, the verticality of his movement and
tendency to attack the space in front of him.
Going by the Wyscout graphic we saw at
the very beginning of this scout report, it
seems that De Jong actually doesn’t really
mind whether he’s deployed on the left or the
right side in the centre of the park. It seems,
however, that Valverde might prefer him on the
right with Arthur then slotting next to him on
the left.
In any case, his roles remain the same: move
the ball forward and attack the space behind
the opposition’s defence.
As opposed to his role as the team’s anchor
and their main connection between defence
and midfield, when deployed as a centremidfielder, De Jong will then serve as a linchpin
in Barcelona’s system. What this means is that
he will often start high and then drop deeper
to receive the ball and send it forward into the
final third, either by running with it or deploying
it with a deadly pass.
Notice below how that often transpires on the
pitch. Busquets is the team’s pivot and he
receives the ball around the centre of the pitch.
De Jong drops deeper so he’s able to receive

It’s a rather straightforward sequence of passes
but it showcases the importance of De Jong’s
movement and perfection in simplicity – just
one turn and one pass open up acres of space
and advance the ball into the final third almost
effortlessly and despite him being surrounded
by multiple markers.
But generally speaking, when he has a freer
role in that midfield trident, De Jong can be
found at two different areas of interest around
the pitch: out wide and just behind the wingers
or the overlapping full-backs or in-between the
lines in the opposition’s final third.
Let’s first see the former situation and why
exactly does he assume that role. Take a look
at the example below where the Dutchman is
found out wide and looks to play a penetrative
long ball into the feet of his forward.

In that position, De Jong has enough options
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going both ways. In case he is quickly pressed,
he can always play the ball backwards and go
the safe route, try going through the central
channels and build from the midfield or go long
and into the final third directly.

Jong sees an opening in the opposition’s
defence and instantly charges towards it. And
this is also something you won’t see him do if
he is deployed as a defensive midfielder and
especially if he is the team’s lone pivot on the
night.

Positioning himself out wide and a bit deeper
gives him a better view of the whole pitch and
enough freedom on the ball to send that killer
pass, as he does in the image you can see
above.
Opting to go forward is something he does
all the time, deploying 21.21 forward passes
on average so far in 2019/20 across all
competitions with 94.3% accuracy as opposed
to 10.26 backward passes with 94.1%
accuracy.

This often continues into the opponent’s box
as well as De Jong doesn’t just stop when he’s
behind enemy lines. Even though he doesn’t
really score many goals, these kinds of runs
always pose a danger for the other team.

But even though we did see him out wide
quite often at Barcelona so far in the ongoing
season, that is not really the position that
comes naturally to him. What he does feel
comfortable doing, however, is positioning
himself between the lines in the opposition’s
final third.

Below, we can see him actually playing a quick
one-two and immediately bursting into the box
in hopes of getting the ball back to his feet.
Ultimately, the attack breaks down but his
tendency to move into the danger areas are as
clear as day.

Notice below how that usually looks like on the
pitch.

When in that specific area, De Jong can receive
the ball and be an instant danger for the other
team, just as pictured in the example above. He
receives the ball and instantly flicks it towards
his forward.
This also gives him a chance to quickly
turn and burst into open space behind the
defence’s back, which is something he often
does. Driving into open space and into the box
is somewhat of a signature move, regardless
of whether he actually has the ball in his feet or
not.
The next example shows that perfectly – De

Apart from charging into the box himself, he
often sends the ball there with a great pass
as well. In 2019/20 season and across all
competitions, the 22-year-old so far sent 11.47
passes into the final third on average and 1.98
into the box, the former with 91.7% accuracy
and the latter with 82.6% accuracy.
Not only that, but he is also ranked as the
seventh player in Europe’s top five leagues in
the percentage of completed passes into the
final third, counting only league competitions.
This is also further emphasised by the fact
that he averages 2.5 dribbles across all
competitions this season and completes a
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remarkable 69% of them.
But the best thing about that is actually the fact
that he often starts and finishes those actions
himself. Below, we can actually see him start
pretty deep and alongside Busquets around the
centre of the pitch but as soon as he gets the
ball and recognises the free space in front of
him, De Jong bursts forward, carrying the ball
into the final third.

This time around, as opposed to the previous
maps, we see De Jong in a far more advanced
position and this time, his passes aim to
penetrate the defensive lines and are directed
into the final third and into the box respectively.
Even though he does that regardless of his
position on the teamsheet, in this situation, it
is definitely more emphasised and more visible
as a whole. The fact that he completed 79.2%
of all of his actions this season across all
competitions probably says enough on its own.
We’ll end this analysis with De Jong’s player
overview, showing his percentile ranking
compared to other midfielders in Europe.
Note: the higher the percentile, the better
the positioning of the player among all other
contestants. Source of the graph is in the
image itself.

He then plays a quick one-two around the
edge of the box and continues advancing up
the pitch, seemingly with ease. This is a rather
common trend with him and breaking the
opposition’s compact shape with progressive
runs is his speciality, even more so than doing
that via passing of the ball.
Finally, let’s take a look at an average heatmap
and passmap from one of the games in which
he was deployed as a centre-midfielder. The
game in question is against Osasuna, a bout
that ended in a 2-2 draw. Once again, De Jong
shone that night.

This shows us how elite De Jong is, especially
in terms of passing, dribbling and overall score
calculated with Wyscout’s algorithms.

Final remarks
F

renkie de Jong is far from your average
midfielder – he is pretty close to being
complete in all aspects we can actually rate
players in his position. And the most impressive
thing is that he is just 22 years of age, meaning
that he could potentially get even better with
time and experience.
That is definitely a scary thought for all of
his opponents and a wonderful one for all
the Blaugrana supporters. Let’s see how he
develops in the future.
As of right now, only the sky seems to be the
limit and there’s no telling what he’ll be capable
of in the years to come.
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COACHING

How to practice the first touch
BY FELIX PICHLER // @FelixPichler3
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O

Passing and shooting

ne of the key factors in football which
decides over success in modern football
is tempo. The game has got faster and faster
within the last decades and is currently quicker
than ever before. In light of this, players have
to be able to decide very quickly and also to
execute their decisions as fast as possible
since otherwise, the opponent can win the ball.

A

t first, we will look at passing with the
first contact of the ball. Especially, in this
case, it’s extremely important that players
have a good orientation and already know their
next step before they even receive the ball.
However, when players have the according
vision and also the technique to play good
passes with the first touch, it can be a huge
advantage since it makes it much harder for the
opposition to defend against it.

Because of that, the first touch is more
important than ever before. When players are
able to control the ball with their first touch
or even pass it to the next teammate, they
have got a huge advantage. Due to that, we
will discuss in this article how it is possible to
practice the first touch which is very important,
especially for young players.

The first exercise isn’t new and is used by
the majority of coaches around the world:
the rondo. Most of the time it’s used as a drill
at the beginning of the training, but, with the
aid of certain rules, it is also great to practise
different aspects of the game. At this time, we
just give the players one rule, which is quite
logical according to the topic: just one touch
per player is allowed. The only other aspect is
the size of the field and the number of players.
These aspects have to be adjusted from the
coach to get the most out of this exercise.
Since the quality of every team is different, the
coach must find the right size of the field and
the right number of players.

The separation
A

t first, we have to define which different
types of first touches there are in football.
For that, we separate them into two groups.
In the first case, the player just makes the
first touch, and this is his single one since it’s
a pass, shot or cross. In the other case, he
controls the ball with the first touch as good as
possible to then perform the next action. For
that, he needs to control the ball with his first
touch and play it in the direction in which he
wants to continue with a dribble, for example.

From there on, we have two types of exercises
which will be the same in the next paragraph
when it’s about controlling the ball with the first
touch. The first drill is just a passing exercise
with the rule that the players have just one
touch per action. In this case, the players
always know where they have to play the next
pass and so it’s all about the technique and the
players can just focus on that.

However, to make a successful first contact
with the ball, the player needs to know what
he wants to do before he receives the ball. To
be able to do so, he needs excellent vision
and orientation. With the aid of that, the player
gifts himself time to make his decision and can
concentrate more on his first touch. I explained
in detail in my article in the August magazine
how you can practice this vision at the training
ground.
In the following, I will first discuss how it is
possible to teach players a clean pass or shot
and then focus on controlling the ball with
their first touches. In the end, there will be two
exercises which are fun, but the players still
develop their technique even though they aren’t
really aware of it.

When this exercise is done several times, the
players should have improved their technique
to play a one-touch pass, but the exercise has
not that much to do with the actual game of
football since there’s always the same pattern
and the players always play the same pass.
Due to that, we will then include a practice in
which the players need to be more flexible and
react to the situation.
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The first real passing drill is shown in the image
below and has a certain pattern. Due to that,
every player always knows from where he will
receive the ball and where he should pass
next. The practise below is just an example
since there are a lot of other drills too and
that’s good since these exercises should get
mixed up to give the players a bit of a variation.
However, try to keep the drills quite simple, so
the players can really focus on the technique.
Besides, depending on the quality of the
players, maybe start with two touches because
so they can get used to the pattern and then
change the rules and tell them that they have to
pass with the first contact with the ball.

The following exercise is quite different
compared to the one above since the players
move freely and make their own decisions
as later in the game. The focus is still on the
technique but now they are permanently in a
new situation and have to react to it. The drill
above gets boring for most players after some
minutes since the pass is always the same. The
following exercise is once more just an example
and can be varied but it’s important that the
players have to move in a field to receive the
ball. This also improves their movement since
they learn that they have to look for free spaces
to receive the ball.
In my case, the players are divided into two
groups. While one group is within the centre
circle without a ball and the remaining players
position themselves around it with one ball
each. The players in the centre move around
and try to get a pass. As soon as they get
it, they simply play it back from where they
received it. Of course, it’s also possible that the
players at the outside have a ball in their hands
and throw it to the ones in the centre who
must then play it back with a volley. There are
different kind of variations to practice several
techniques.

Before we get to the last exercise for the
passing, we will shortly discuss how to practice
the same with the shooting. In general, there’s
no need to practice that as often as the passing
since in both cases the players learn similar
techniques. Both times they need to get the
ball to another position with their first contact.
In light of this, when the passes during the drills
already mentioned are a bit longer, they also
practice their first touch shooting.
Also, just take one shooting exercise and add
the rule that they have to do it with their first
contact with the ball. This rule can be added to
a majority of shooting exercises. However, as
always when we try to improve technical ability,
the number of repetitions is central.
To keep that high and also get the players
into different positions and circumstances,
the following exercise is a good example. It’s
a simple triangle which is marked with cones
where players are positioned. Now, they have
two one-touch passes to make before one
of the three shoots with his first touch. Vary
the passing combination to create different
situations. This drill has the advantages that
there is a high number of repetitions and that
they are in different shooting positions.

As always, the most important part of the
training is a kind of a match. However, even
then we can practice the first touch depending
on the rules set by the coach. In this case, the
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simplest one is that the goals which are scored
with the first contact with the ball count three
times. Determined by the quality of the players,
it’s also possible to include a general first touch
rule, but this makes it quite hard for the players
at times. Due to that, it often makes sense to
divide the pitch into zones and add the rule that
in one of the zones, the one-touch rule is active
while in the other ones it’s still a normal match.
As shown, for example in the image below,
in the middle zone, which is marked blue, the
players just have one touch per action. In the
rest of the field, it’s a normal game.

Besides, it’s possible to give every goal a
colour or a number and the passer tells the
receiver of the ball through which one he has
to dribble. This can be varied by the coach and
depends on the quality of the players.

Next up is a similar exercise but this time there
are several players outside the field with a ball
and in the centre are also other ones. The ones
in the centre move without a ball and when
they receive a pass from the outside, they have
to dribble through one of the goals. It’s once
more possible to give each goal a colour and
the passer of the ball tells the player in the
centre through which he should dribble.

Control the ball

The passer of the ball goes into the centre
while the receiver becomes one of the players
on the outside as soon as he has dribbled
through a goal. This time, it’s also possible to
include a limit of time, touches, or even both.
It’s just as important that there are more players
on the outside with a ball than the ones in the
inside since, otherwise, it can’t be fluent.

N

ow, we will look at exercises which should
help the players to improve their ability to
control the ball with their first touch. The most
important aspect in this case is that they play
the ball with the first contact into the direction
in which they want to dribble or then pass
the ball. Due to that, the players should have
several goals in every exercise through which
they should dribble or pass the ball with the
second touch, forcing them to control the ball
with their first touch and at the same time go
into the right direction. This time, we firstly look
at an exercise with a clear pattern and then one
in which they have to react to the situation.
In the first drill, the players receive a pass from
the outside of the field and then have to dribble
out of that zone through one of the goals as
quickly as they can. To make it harder, it’s
possible to give the players a time limit in which
they have to leave the field or, even better, a
limit of touches. Due to that, the player needs
to focus on his first touch since, if that is bad,
he has no chance to get out of the zone with
the maximum of contacts with the ball.

However, these two drills mainly focus on
controlling the ball after a short pass. In light of
this, it’s quite useful to also include an exercise
in which the players have to control the ball
after a long and maybe high pass. But it
wouldn’t make any sense to train that isolated
and so it’s important to combine that one with
a tactical aspect that you want to practice with
the team.
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In the example below the long pass is used
to switch the side. The player who receives
the ball should control the ball as quickly as
possible in the blue field to then shoot. This
long pass can also be combined with a cross
or something different according to the tactics
of the team.

To practice the first touch during a match is in
this case quite simple. We just add the rule that
the players must play exactly with two or three
touches. Due to that, they have to control the
ball with their first touch as well as possible
since they then have to finish their action with
the next contact with the ball. When you give
the players the rule that they have a maximum
of three touches, you practice controlling with
the first contact with the ball and, at the same
time, the one-touch passing since both actions
are possible.

Hidden technique training
in fun drills
F

inally, we will look at two exercises which
are fun for the players and at the same time
improves their technique while they don’t really
notice that. Both exercises are quite simple.
For the first one, divide the players into groups
of four or five and give each team a ball. Each
group starts at a cone, and they have to bring
the ball to a little field which is about 16 yards
away without the ball touching the ground.
Considering this, the team has to juggle
together.
Besides, add the rule that every player takes
two touches before another can make contact
with the ball, and everyone needs to touch the

ball at least once before they reach the goal.
When the ball drops on the ground, they have
to get back to the start. This drill usually brings
the players so much enjoyment that they don’t
notice that they work on their technique.

The last exercise is football tennis. You can
vary the different rules to adapt it to the
qualities of the players. In any case, the players
work on their abilities to control or pass the ball
with the first touch. Besides, it’s once more a
case of the players enjoying it and having fun.
In light of this, they don’t see it as an exercise
that improves their technique.

Conclusion
T

o put it in a nutshell, there are a lot of
different exercises which are good to
improve the ability of the players to make a
successful first contact with the ball. However,
it’s quite useful when you go ahead as
described; initially with an isolated drill in which
you mainly focus on the technique itself, and
that isn’t complicated at all. Then, combine
it with a kind of a decision making and force
them to solve different situations and they
should utilize how they improved earlier.
And at the end, use different rules during a
match to provoke certain actions as first touch
passes or shots. The last two exercises are
especially useful after the matchday when it’s
more about regeneration and fun.
All in all, the development of the skill to control,
shoot or pass the ball with the first contact can
help a player in a lot of situations in the game.
Considering this, it’s important to work on this
aspect, particularly with young players.
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PHILIP BILLING

The missing ingredient in Bournemouth’s midfield
BY HARSHAL PATEL // @harshalp93
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E

ddie Howe’s transfer record at Bournemouth
has been a little hit-and-miss ever since
their promotion to the Premier League in 2015.
For every Nathan Aké and David Brooks, there
has been a Jordon Ibe and Dominic Solanke.
This season saw the Cherries pick up Danish
midfielder Philip Billing from Huddersfield for
around £15 million, and while it is still early
in the season, it is likely that Billing will soon
be spoken about as one of Howe’s transfer
successes at Dean Court. This piece will
look at why that is the case, and how Billing
and Jefferson Lerma have formed a dynamic
midfield duo for Bournemouth this season.

Background

Billing has started all of Bournemouth’s Premier
League games, alongside the Colombian
Lerma. Howe has often used a variant of the
4-4-2 this season, with the only exception
coming on the opening day of the season
where he employed a back three to match his
opponents, Sheffield United. Thus all of these
games have seen Bournemouth use a two-man
midfield, and their style of play is extremely
conducive to Billing’s strengths, as we will see
further on in this piece.

T

his is only the second professional club
contract that Billing has signed, with his
first coming at Huddersfield, where he came
through the youth academy, having joined as a
17-year old from Esbjerg in Denmark. He made
his first-team debut for the Terriers the very
next year, but it took him till 2016 to establish
himself as a regular in the playing squad. It
ended with Billing winning the youth player of
the year award, and was a regular during the
Terriers’ promotion-winning campaign as well
as their two seasons in the Premier League. His
form for Bournemouth this season has earned
him a call-up to the Danish senior side for their
upcoming Euro 2020 qualifiers.

Positioning and defensive
output
I

Style of play
B

As can be seen from the image, Billing rarely
influences the game in either penalty area,
doing most of his work in front of his defence
and getting forward at times to support the
attack.

illing is the quintessential central midfielder,
in that he can do a bit of everything without
excelling at any one aspect of the game. The
Danish youngster usually plays on the left side
due to being left-footed, and has primarily been
used as part of a duo by both David Wagner
at Huddersfield and Howe at Bournemouth.
His heatmap for the season so far shows how
he primarily operates in the middle third of the
pitch –

n Bournemouth’s system, the central
midfielders’ job is to win the midfield battle
and protect the defence. Howe affords a lot of
freedom to his front four, and they are usually
supported by the full-backs, which means that
the two central midfielders usually sit back and
guard against counter-attacks.
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This is an image taken from last season’s game
against Manchester United, where the two
midfielders formed a central block with the
centre-backs, while the full-back can be seen
higher up the pitch. The same principles, of
protecting central areas and allowing the fullbacks to move up the pitch, apply this season
as well, with Billing having taken Lewis Cook’s
place in midfield.
Note here how Billing anticipates the pass out from
defence and begins to move to cut it out before it
can reach Højbjerg. Also, Bournemouth’s shape is
quite evident here, with Lerma and Billing almost
level and covering the centre of the pitch

Here, one can see how Billing drops into the
defensive line to form a back three while in
possession, which allows the Bournemouth fullbacks to push upfield.

His work in tandem with Lerma is what has
Here, Billing has stayed deeper to cover the
been impressive this season. Both are strong,
movement
of the two West Ham midfielders, while
physical players, and thus have been tasked
Lerma has moved up to try and intercept the pass
with covering and protecting central areas while
the wide players and attackers make merry.
These images show how well they work as a
Billing, at 6’4”, is significantly taller than his
duo, with Bournemouth’s system allowing them
teammate, and so is often the one to drop deep
to have full control over central areas.
and win aerial duels in front of his defence –

The statistics bear this out as well – Billing
engages in 4.92 aerial duels per 90 minutes,
winning 57% of them, compared to 2.21
and 47% for Lerma. He is also quite adept
at interceptions, with 9.02 per 90 minutes as
compared to 6.79 for his Colombian teammate.
Together, the duo form an almost impenetrable
barrier for opposing sides, with their positioning
complementing each other and allowing
Bournemouth to protect their defence.

Billing and Lerma converge on Gylfi Sigurðsson the
moment he receives the ball in space in midfield

Both have a similar win percentage for duels
– Billing has won 46.2% of his while Lerma
comes out on top 46.4% of the time. However,
Billing gets into 23 duels/90 minutes while
Lerma has a lower ‘engagement’ at 16 duels/90
minutes. This shows how the Dane is the more
pro-active of the two players, especially due to
his height and thus his role in getting into aerial
duels as well.
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As indicated in the heatmap shown earlier,
Billing operates across the width of the pitch in
the midfield third – this is usually to cover for
his full-backs who may be caught upfield.

With Jack Stacey (circled) pushing up, Billing tracks
Pablo Fornals’ run towards the flanks

Thus, we have seen how Billing and Lerma
work extremely well as a duo in defensive
scenarios. While they are not given a lot of
attacking responsibility, Billing, in particular,
can affect the game in the attacking third as
well.

Attacking output
B

illings pass completion rate is pretty
average – 82.1%; however, this is in line
with that of his midfield partner, Lerma (80.4%),
illustrating their primary role as ball-winning
midfielders. Billing is usually the one to get
forward if needed, safe in the knowledge that
Lerma will stay back.

success rate at 60%, only attempts 0.74 per 90
minutes. Both players usually look to hit their
attackers with quick, direct long passes out to
the flanks after winning the ball back, instead
of actually moving upfield with the ball. This is
in keeping with their brief to stay deep and in
an organised defensive shape. Thus, there is
not too much they bring to the plate attackingwise; however, Billing has the ability to affect
the game in attacking areas should Howe
choose to loosen his shackles and allow him to
get forward more, especially due to his aerial
ability which would make him a good target for
crosses.

Conclusion
H

owe’s Bournemouth side have been
consistently good in all of their Premier
League seasons so far, but with the addition of
Billing, their attacking output could see a surge
this season. Billing and Lerma complement
each other extremely well, and their protection
means that the Bournemouth attackers have
more freedom to affect the game in the final
third of the pitch. Billing’s all-round ability is
crucial to Bournemouth’s two-central midfielder
system, and it could be the platform on which
the likes of Callum and Harry Wilson, Josh
King, and Ryan Fraser thrive in the Premier
League.

Billing makes a run forward while Lerma stays
back to protect the defence. This is the build-up to
Bournemouth’s second goal, for which Billing gets
his only assist of the season so far, crossing the ball
from the left flank for Harry Wilson to score

The Danish midfielder’s box-to-box role can
also be seen from the fact that he attempts
1.97 dribbles per 90 minutes, with a 42%
success rate. Lerma, while having a higher
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T

he surprise package of League One so
far this season has undoubtedly been
Wycombe Wanderers. After ten games they
are second in the table, behind only big-hitters
Ipswich Town.
Whether they are able to stay in the highest
echelon in the division is still to be decided
over the brutal period of 36 league matches
remaining (not to mention cup competitions),
however it is an achievement for the Chairboys
to even be in this league, let alone competing
at the top of it. The man behind their success?
Player-turned-manager Gareth Ainsworth,
who is entering his ninth season at the helm
in Buckinghamshire, and has worked near
miracles to produce a team that are fighting at
the top of the third tier.
In this tactical analysis, we will look at the
blueprint that he has implemented at Adams
Park, as well as producing an analysis of the
tactics that Ainsworth looks to utilise in his side
in their quest to punch above their financial
weight.

League One for seven years, ending the season
in 17th, and now seem to be heading just one
way.

How do they do it?
A

insworth and Wycombe’s success has
been based on two obvious principles:
hard work and organisation. These may seem
like a given for any professional football team,
but they have clearly been ruthlessly drilled
into Ainsworth’s men to the nth degree, with
every single player crystal clear on their roles
on the pitch. Without huge, if any, financial
clout behind them they are not able to go out
and buy the best players in the division, and
so they rely on such a huge work ethic and
determination to see them through.
The formation they can often be seen to be
using is an offensive 4-3-3 variant, as shown on
the below diagram.

What's the back story?
H

aving finished 15th in League Two after
taking over as caretaker of the club in
League Two during September 2012, he
then saw his side escape relegation out of
the division on the final day of the following
season. Needing to win and also see other
results go their way, they duly saw off Torquay
United 0-3 to complete a dramatic season’s
finale.
It has been a tale of initial consolidation in
order to then push on since that nail-biting
survival mission in Devon, losing on penalties
in the Play-Off final the year afterwards before
finishing 13th and ninth in the two respective
seasons afterwards. They returned to League
One in 2017/18 by way of a third-placed finish,
with Ainsworth saying that “It [Their move into
the third tier] gives hopes to all teams. They
can have a go at promotion despite finances”.
He has had to swim against the financial tide
throughout his spell in the hot-seat: the club
operate without an academy, reserve team or
goalkeeping coach.
They managed to survive their first year back in

The two wide attackers, in this instance
numbers seven and eleven, will differ slightly in
their positioning, with usually the right winger
- most often attacker Scott Kashket - being
slightly more aggressive in his positioning
than the left winger, a position that has been
frequently occupied by the versatile Nick
Freeman, who will tuck in somewhat in order
to offer greater defensive protection centrally
upon transition.
They will frequently shift to display two solid,
narrow banks of four within a mid block when
the opposition have the ball, looking to be
compact and hard to play through as a result,
content to see their opponents circulate the
ball around the halfway line in areas that they
cannot hurt them. Ainsworth looks for his men
to try and force opponents back, and not allow
them to easily break lines and play through
Wanderers’ midfield. One such occasion is
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illustrated below, with the ball-near central
midfielder stepping out to engage the man on
the ball to try and force him back.

However, this has a degree of fluidity placed
upon it depending on the game situation and
ball position - something we will now analyse in
greater detail below.

Defensive structure
W

anderers are a side who look to be
aggressive in their pressing of the ball,
making the most of their everlasting energy
and bountiful enthusiasm to try and harass and
harangue opponents in their own third. They
look to initially squeeze the opposition high up
the pitch to try and prevent them from playing
out from the back, and they are bold in their
approach at doing so.
The presence of Curtis Thompson and Dominic
Gape in central midfield boosts this tactic noend, with the pair full of running and stamina
which allows them to continually restrict
opponents of time and space on the ball. The
dynamic duo are key to Wycombe’s energetic
style of play, as they set the tone for the rest of
the side as they are always hunting, pressing,
engaging opponents to ensure that they cannot
be played through easily.
They will often commit the vast majority of their
team forwards in their hunt to win the ball back
high up the pitch, leaving just the two central
defenders back as defensive protection.
It can be seen below the vigorous way they
look to pen opposition sides in, operating here
with two banks of four in their attacking third as
they aim to prevent Southend (in this instance)
from easily progressing out with the ball.

Here, they have pushed their wide attackers
up to accompany the two strikers and also
done the same with their full-backs, to create
a midfield four. This allowed them to go manfor-man on Southend so that should United
regain possession, they cannot easily pick
out a player to pass to, and thereby will allow
Wycombe to use their rigorous pressing to try
and regain the ball in an offensively dangerous
area.
They show good knowledge and understanding
of how to press efficiently, with the midfield
particularly positioning themselves so that they
are able to react to wherever the ball should
be played to. They have good horizontal width
within their midfield four here, meaning that
if they regain possession, the two full-backs
will be able to instantly spread wide and
look to make the half as wide as possible in
order to receive the ball and open a crossing
opportunity - an area of their attacking game
plan that we shall analyse further later on.
Furthermore, should Wycombe be able to do
so, the fact that they have committed so many
men forward in search of a regain will also
benefit them upon transition, as they will now
have a plethora of options of which to choose
from as they look to create an opening for
themselves.

This approach does not come without danger,
though. If the team is able to win the ball back
then it is a dangerous option for them to attack
from; if they don’t, it can leave them in real
threat of being countered upon themselves.
If opposing teams are bold themselves in
being confident of regaining possession
and thus leave two strikers up the pitch, it
leaves Wycombe’s central defensive two in
a 2v2 situation. In recent seasons the central
defenders used by the Chairboys have usually
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been players who are strong in the air and
with the ball in front of them - but have a
weakness to the ball played in behind which
sees them turned. Adam El-Abd (35 years
old), Sido Jombati (32) and Darius Charles (31)
have played a combined X games since the
start of the 2017/18 season, and all are much
stronger aerially and physically than they are in
a footrace or in one-versus-one situations.
Walsall were one such team who used this
tactic to try and hurt Wycombe, leaving both of
their strikers up when they were defending, and
then looking to play long balls into the channel
quickly in transition for their attackers to chase.
It can be seen below that they are looking to try
and capitalise on the exposed central duo by
getting them running towards their own goal,
with both forwards chasing down the long ball
behind them to try and force a mistake.

an immediate opponent to the attacking Dale
man, with Harriman tucking in to produce a
flat, narrow defensive four. This means that
El-Abd and Jombati now only have to focus on
any crosses into the box, as should the Dale
player beat Freeman, Harriman can then step
out to engage him with Freeman dropping in
behind Harriman, as opposed to the ball-near
central defender El-Abd being dragged out
and isolated out wide, thus leaving his team
exposed.

As well as this, they are clearly aware of their
limitations when defending against long balls,
as they are still reticent to see their central
defensive two dragged out too far.

It is a clear ploy by Ainsworth, understandably,
to try and prevent his centre-backs from
being isolated by attackers, and as a result
he organises his team in a way which means
that spend the majority of their time playing
to their strengths - heading, dealing with
crosses, physical battles. The team become
very narrow when opponents try to stretch the
play or drag out Wycombe’s full-backs so that
the two central defenders are afforded safety
in numbers in order to allow them a greater
chance of dealing with quick, slick interplay
in-and-around their penalty area. If one of their
full-backs are dragged out wide, either the
retreating wide midfielder or a covering central
midfielder will drop into the space where the
full-back should be to ensure that the central
two still have that sufficient protection.

Despite being aerially strong, the below image
shows how Jombati and El-Abd are content
to pass on the Walsall striker to the retreating
defensive midfielder Thompson so that, should
the forward win the flick on, they are still
goalside and able to react to it as opposed
to being the wrong side and out of position.
This means that they can use their nous and
experience to react to whatever situation arises
in front of them, and they also have the safety
of their partner alongside them still. On the flip
side of this, if one of them had stepped out
to challenge the striker and lost the header, it
would not just mean that that player was now
out of the game, but that the covering defender
would now be exposed in a footrace against
the forward looking to gamble on the flick.

In the below graphic, Rochdale’s full-back is
running at the Wycombe left-hand side. Instead
of left-back Michael Harriman coming out to
engage him, Freeman drops instead to provide
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They also adopt their principle of trying to
restrict space when teams advance into
their defensive third, however with a slight
alteration. Whilst they look to cause a lack of
vertical depth in their opponents when aiming
for a regain in their defensive third, they try to
initially force the play towards the touchline
when it advances nearer their goal, before then
swamping opponents from all angles as they
look to win back the ball. The effervescent
nature of their side comes into its own here, as
they are zealous in their desire to win back the
ball. An example of such is seen below. They
are penning Southend towards the touchline,
and have created a 6v4 in order to give
themselves to give themselves a good chance
of winning back the ball.

Attacking structure
T

hrough the presence of the ‘World’s
strongest footballer’ Adebayo Akinfenwa, it
is no surprise that Ainsworth looks for his team
to capitalise on the forward’s unparallelled
physical strength with plenty of crosses into
the box. Much of their offensive build up and
play is aimed at eventually working the ball
into the box from a wide position, from where
they can gamble on Akinfenwa’s likely aerial
success and profit on second balls from such
occasions.
Upon offensive transition, the wide attackers
look to break wide and stretch the pitch to
be as horizontally massive as possible, in
order to hopefully receive the ball and cross
to Akinfenwa. This movement wide stretches
opposition defensive lines, and thereby allows
Wanderers’ creative sparks more time and
space on the ball.
Here, upon Thompson receiving the ball

Kashket and striker Alex Samuel break wide (as
well as the initial wide positioning of Freeman)
so that not only does this provide an option for
the midfielder to pass to, but it creates more
space for Thompson to play such a pass.

Once the ball has been worked to a wide
area, it is the job of the ball-far wide attacker,
Akinfenwa’s strike partner and an advancing
central midfielder to support the striker as they
search for a second ball off of the 36-yearold. The level of assistance they give to such
situations is clear to see below, with three
players in the immediate vicinity of Akinfenwa
in the hope of profiting from a knock-down.
Additionally, the ball-near full-back - in this
case Jason McCarthy - is asked by Ainsworth
to provide a secondary option out wide with
an overlapping run. Not only does this give a
greater chance of providing a cross through
a numerical increase but it also pushes back
the opposing winger, as they must track back
with the full-back or risk being overloaded. As
a result, this is one less player in a dangerous
position should they counter on the Wycombe
backline.

It must be acknowledged that it is not just inand-around the penalty area that Akinfenwa
is utilised, though. He is also asked to come
short frequently, and Ainsworth has organised
his team so that they have the best chance
possible of benefitting from this.
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On the other hand, should Akinfenwa come
short and the opposition instead choose to sit
off him, the organisation of his teammates is
such that they are still able to retain the ball
and look to attack.

They are tactically flexible enough to be able
to adapt to whether teams look to sit off them
in a low block, or also if they aim to press high
and allow space to run in behind. They are
structurally aware to be able to react to either
situation - as we will now analyse.
When sides sit with a high line, Akinfenwa
will drop short to receive and pull a central
defender with him. This movement creates
space in behind the defence, and at least one
Wycombe midfielder positions himself so that
he is able to receive off Akinfenwa and then
play beyond the previously advancing defender.
Often, a couple of pacy attackers will then look
to run into this space and bear down on goal.
One example is seen below.

Gape, Thompson and McCarthy are all able
to pick up any second balls that are knocked
back through their relative horizontal width,
with Kashket and Freeman offering offensive
width should their midfield receive the ball and
look to transition into attack straight away.

Having laid the ball off to the awaiting Freeman,
Akinfenwa’s movement short has pulled out
a Walsall central defender with him. Instantly
Samuel and Kashket recognise this and
burst into the created gap, able to run onto
Freeman’s ball over the top and beyond the
defence.

Conclusion
I

t may seem simplistic - they say football is
a simple game complicated by idiots - but
they set up in a way that plays to the strengths
of the eleven Wycombe players on the pitch.
It has certainly worked for them so far, and
at the minute it shows no sign of stopping.
If Ainsworth continues to work his magic at
Adams Park, then who knows where their
ceiling is.
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S

o often in football we hear cliche terms
thrown around. One of those terms is
the ‘modern’ goalkeeper. What is a modern
goalkeeper, really? Some of the best
goalkeepers in the world can’t be compared
because of their drastically different playing
styles. But one thing in particular that most
experts agree upon, is that a ‘modern’
goalkeeper must be good with their feet.
With revolutionary coaches like Pep Guardiola
demanding their goalkeepers to build play
from the back, a ball-playing shot-stopper
is a hot commodity. The new goal kick rule
has been brought into place because of the
desire of many teams to play out from the
restart. And while goalkeepers like Alisson
and Ederson may be naturally gifted with their
feet, it is important for goalkeeping coaches to
incorporate ball mastery and distribution into
their sessions whenever possible.
This article will highlight some easy ways
for goalkeeping coaches to work on their
goalkeepers’ ability to play with the ball at their
feet while also focusing on other aspects of
goalkeeping, such as shot-stopping or coming
out to collect the ball from crosses. Instead of
outlining a full session plan, I will outline a few
tweaks you can make to regular goalkeeping
drills to incorporate ball mastery.
It is also important to note that I am avoiding
using the term ‘footwork’ when describing
a goalkeeper’s ability to control the ball at
their feet and accurately distribute it to their
teammates. This is because, in goalkeeping,
footwork is used to describe how a goalkeeper
moves their feet to get into the right position.

For example, let’s imagine your team is
defending a corner kick. As the cross comes
in, your goalkeeper rises through the crowd of
players to pluck the ball out of the air. Now the
goalkeeper has three options.
One, the goalkeeper can hold the ball for their
allocated six seconds. This will allow their
team time to push up the park and get into
a more organized attacking shape. Teams
who are more methodical in their buildup may
choose to utilise this approach. This may also
be determined by the current scoreline and
remaining time of the game.
The second option is to distribute the ball to
a nearby teammate with a throw or roll. This
could be used to bypass the opposition players
who are still in the box. A goalkeeper may opt
to distribute the ball this way if making a short
to medium pass.
The final option is a much more direct ball from
a volley. If the goalkeeper notices a teammate
in isolation high up the field, they may try and
hit them quickly with a direct pass. These
passes are generally used for making long
passes and bypassing two to three of the
opponent’s lines.
We can see an example of these options in the
image below. When defending a corner kick,
Jasper Cillessen collects the ball and his first
look is forward. He has three options. One, hold
the ball and let his team get set. Two, distribute
the ball to his short or medium support with
a roll or throw. Three, volley the ball from his
hands to a striker in isolation.

Direct distribution
W

hen I say ‘direct distribution’ I’m talking
about when a goalkeeper attempts to
bypass multiple opposition players at once.
This could be a volley out of the hands, an
overhead throw, or even a well placed long
ball from their feet. The latter of the three
can be completed after a sustained period
of possession, however, a volley or throw
generally happens on the transition. That’s why
speed and accuracy are vital when mastering
the use of these distribution methods.

Generally, the goalkeepers who are trusted
to start the attack for their teams have good
decision-making skills. The ability to notice 1v1
battles high up the field, or teammates in space
in the midfield, can help their team progress up
the field quickly.
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So how can we incorporate this type of delivery
into our goalkeeper sessions?
Quick deliveries from the hands generally
happen right after the other team’s attacking
phase stops. Once the goalkeeper gains
possession, his first look should be up the field.
To mimic this in a session, simply setup up
targets for the goalkeeper to hit after gaining
possession.
If you are working on a crossing session with
your goalkeeper, set up a short, medium and
long target for them to hit after claiming the
ball. If you are working with your team in a
crossing exercise, spare players or coaches
can be used as these targets. We can see an
example of this setup in the image below.

When the goalkeeper collects, you can, at
first, give them the option of playing either a
short, medium or long pass. Then progress the
exercise so that they are directed where to go.
This could be a verbal cue from the coach or a
visual cue from the players. You can alter this
session for long shots or 1v1s if you like.
If you are utilising spare goalkeepers for
targets, you can ask them to deliver the balls
back to the server from their hands or on the
floor. This once again adds an element of
passing to the exercise. If you don’t have the
numbers to have players as your targets, small
pug nets can also be utilised.

Passing and building out
from the back

B

ut not all deliveries from goalkeepers come
from their hands. Goalkeepers are asked
more and more frequently to engage with their
teammates while in possession. Recently we

have seen Antonio Conte’s Inter Milan utilise
Samir Handanović during the buildup right from
the goal kick. Against Barcelona we saw his
ability to quickly and calmly pass the ball out of
the back, even with intense pressure from the
opposition.

The above image shows four Barcelona players
pressing very highly into Handanović’s 18-yard
box. Instead of hitting the ball high up the field,
he breaks the lines with a short pass, allowing
Inter Milan to progress up the field and create a
goal-scoring opportunity.
To achieve the passing ability that Handanović
showed against Barcelona is not easy, and
one of the best ways to help your goalkeepers
practice is by allowing them to join group
rondos at the beginning of practice. These
tight space passing games will increase your
goalkeepers’ composure under pressure over
time.
But we can do more as goalkeeping coaches.
With any session that requires delivery in the
form of a shot, allow the goalkeeper to start
with the ball at their feet. Ask the goalkeeper
to pass the ball to the server before running
through a set of cones to work on their
footwork and finding their set position. You
can even provide the goalkeeper with multiple
targets. As a coach, you can provide the
goalkeeper with a cue that signals which target
to hit. Again, it is always ideal to provide the
goalkeeper with a short, medium and long
passing option.
This simple progression adds another layer to a
simple shot-stopping exercise. We can see an
example of how a generic angled shot session
can be elevated to work on a goalkeeper’s
passing below. The first image shows a
standard goalkeeping exercise. The goalkeeper
will complete footwork through the cones
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before getting set and facing a shot from the
server. In the second and third images, we can
see progressions that introduce passing.

By allowing the goalkeeper to start with the
ball at their feet, you force them to make a
good delivery before beginning their footwork.
Encourage the goalkeeper to make passes with
both left and right feet.

Once the goalkeeper has mastered the basic
delivery to their server, you can progress the
exercise by bringing in additional targets.
Now the goalkeeper has a choice of where
they pass. Like in the exercise above, the
goalkeeper can be given verbal or visual cues
of where to pass.

goalkeeper working (in net) at a time. This is a
perfect opportunity for the goalkeepers who
are acting as servers, or who are simply waiting
their turn, to work on their passing.
For example, if you are working on an exercise
with your goalkeepers where you want them to
move their feet, you can instruct them to follow
the ball being passed by the other goalkeepers.
You could set up a small zone in the middle of
a 15x15 yard box for the goalkeeper to defend.
If the ball passes through the zone, the other
goalkeepers get a point. The other goalkeepers
can freely move around the grid, passing the
ball between themselves to find a better option
for ‘scoring’ through the central zone.

If you want to alter this session to focus more
on the passing than on the goalkeeper in
the middle’s movement, you can introduce
defenders to provide pressure. That way you
maintain some shot-stopping in the exercise
but can focus a majority of your attention on
improving your goalkeeper’s passing skills.
Exercises like the one above are perfect for
warm-up games in large group goalkeeping
sessions.

First touch
A

This activity can be further progressed by
adding a second shot. For example, after the
goalkeeper makes the initial save from the
server, introduce a second shot from the target
player to the left or the right of the server.
Alternatively, if you’re working with a group of
goalkeepers, it is likely that you’ll only have one

good passing range is useless to a
goalkeeper if they don’t have a good first
touch. It is more difficult to introduce first
touches into your goalkeeper sessions, but
introducing it into your warm-ups is super easy.
Below is an example of an activity that not
only works on the active goalkeeper’s passing
and first touch but decision making and
concentration.
Start by having an active goalkeeper facing
three servers spread apart. Two of the servers
will have balls at their feet. The first server will
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play a ball into the goalkeeper who must take a
touch and pass to the goalkeeper who doesn’t
have a ball at their feet.

Then, after the goalkeeper has made the pass,
the second server who started with a ball will
pass to the goalkeeper. The goalkeeper will
then take a touch and play it back to the first
server, who now doesn’t have a ball.

Conclusion
A

s you can see, simple tweaks can be made
to any goalkeeping drill to help improve the
subject’s first touch and distribution. Allowing
your goalkeeper to participate in possessionbased small-sided games are another good
way to enhance their ability to build out of the
back in high-pressure situations. It might sound
simple but incorporating something as simple
as a pass at the beginning of the exercise will
improve your goalkeepers’ ability to pass in a
game.
The type of distribution you incorporate will
also be determined by the style of play you,
or your head coach, wants the team to play
in. As always, creativity is key. Try to think
progressively or regressively from the topic
you are coaching. What comes before or after
they make the save? What kind of distribution
should they utilise after collecting the cross,
shot or 1v1? This kind of thinking will help you
understand the most appropriate ball-at-feet
skills to incorporate into your drill.

Essentially, the goalkeeper will always be
looking to pass the ball to the server who
isn’t in possession of a ball. Utilise spare
goalkeepers as your servers to give them the
opportunity to practice their passing.
You should also coach the goalkeeper to show
for the ball, adjusting their body position to
face the server. Progress this warm-up by
asking the goalkeeper to control the ball with
various touches. Perhaps they take their touch
on the back foot, opening up their body to
the server? Maybe they could bring the ball
across their body with the outside of their foot?
A final progression would be encouraging the
goalkeeper to make the passes on their first
touch. This simple warm-up is a great way to
encourage your goalkeepers to improve their
first touch.
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At Salzburg: Head Coach Analysis
BY LEE SCOTT // @fmanalysis
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R

ed Bull Salzburg are perennial champions
of the Austrian Bundesliga having won the
title for the last six seasons. They have also
made an impact on European football having
reached the quarter-finals of the Europa League
last term and the semi-finals the year before.
This season, however, promised to be one of
transition as their previous head coach Marco
Rose had left at the end of the last term to take
charge of Borussia Monchengladbach in the
German Bundesliga.
In his place, we saw the Austrian side turn to a
coach who was already accustomed to the way
of working under the Red Bull brand of football
as they appointed the American coach Jesse
Marsch. Previously in charge of New York Red
Bulls, Marsch had spent last season as the
assistant coach to Ralf Ragnick at RB Leipzig
in Germany. In a recent interview with the
excellent Other Bundesliga Podcast, the coach
was keen to stress that although informal
information sharing was relatively normal
between the different branches of the Red
Bull footballing umbrella, there was no formal
arrangements in place to secure pathways for
coaches of players between them.

The purpose of this analysis is to provide
an insight into what we have seen so far
this season from Salzburg under Marsch to
understand the coach’s game model.

Statistical analysis
F

rom a statistical perspective, Salzburg are
a genuine stand out in European football.
At the time of writing the Austrian side were
averaging 4.25 goals per game and 22.08 shots
per game. They are also averaging 1.33 goals
against per game and 8.83 shots against per
game. They are overperforming their xG, which
is currently sitting at 2.97 per game.
We can also track their style of play by looking
at their data. They complete 80.3% of their
progressive passes and allow an average of
6.29 passes per defensive action when out of
possession. These show the vertical nature
of their passing when in possession and their
high-intensity pressing when out of possession.

In possession

Having spent a year in Germany, Marsch had
obviously been working on his language skills,
and he considers his ability to communicate
his message to his players as one of his most
valuable skills. With that said, however, there
was still a keen sense of intrigue as to how
Marsch would set up this exciting young team
from a tactical perspective.

S

Under Marco Rose, Salzburg used a 4-4-2
with the midfield in a diamond. The excellent
Malian international Diadie Sammasekou, now
at Hoffenheim, acted as the single pivot at the
base with more attacking colleagues occupying
the other three positions. The early signs under
Marsch were that the diamond would be a
thing of the past.
On paper this season we have seen Salzburg
line up in a 4-4-2 although the positioning of
the two wide midfielders is altered to give them
more of a 4-2-2-2 shape. We have also seen
the 3-5-2 used. The constant has been the use
of two strikers on the highest line with these
positions being rotated fairly regularly with no

let-up in the number of chances created or
goals scored.

uch is their dominance of the domestic
game, Salzburg spend the vast majority of
their matches in the possession phase. While
the initial build-up or attacking transition is
usually quick with vertical passes designed
to catch the opposition before they set their
defensive block, there is a more nuanced
approach in the established attacking phase.
The key for Salzburg, whether in or out of
possession lies in the value of connections
throughout the thirds of the pitch. Whilst in the
first instance the ball moves forward quickly
it is closely followed by a wave of Salzburg
players who move quickly into attacking
positions in order to support the ball. This
occupation of space in the final third has two
key purposes. Firstly, it allows the ball to be
moved quickly through a quick series of short
passes; this allows Salzburg to penetrate
beyond the defensive line of the opposition.
Secondly, it creates opportunities for the
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Austrian side to isolate and overload defenders
in order to break through quickly to create goalscoring chances.
Whilst everything about Salzburg in possession
is quick, that does not mean that it is without
skill or intention. Every player on the pitch
understands the need to space the pitch
well, often taking up positions on the same
horizontal line as teammates, and this leads to
the defensive lines of the opposition becoming
stretched. This, in turn, creates vertical lanes
that are then used to attack into the penalty
area. This is high octane football that is planned
and prepared meticulously on the training field.
That is what makes it so incredibly effective.

In the above example, we see Salzburg
overloading the right-hand side of the pitch
and drawing more defensive players across
to that side. As the ball is played out to the
widest player, we see the vertical run from the
player that made the pass. This distracts the
opposition fullback and forces him to track
the run. On the corner of the penalty area, we
see another Salzburg player making a similar
movement and drawing another defender
towards that side.
These movements result in space being
opened up on the edge of the penalty area,
which can then be exploited. The wide player
drives inside in possession of the ball and
can then play it across to a teammate who is
moving from deep to occupy this space.

The moments of interplay are just as important
and can be seen in the image above. The
importance of connections is seen here clearly,
and you can see the spacing of the Salzburg
players at the edge of the penalty area. The
Ghanian midfielder Majeed Ashimeru is in
possession of the ball, and he plays vertically
into the feet of the forward. The opposition
defensive block is also compact but the
closeness attacking players allows them to
move the ball quickly.
The ball shifts to another forward player but
Ashimeru has continued his run and moves
beyond the defensive line to collect the pass
for an easy goal.

Verticality is extremely important for this
Salzburg side, and the movement of attacking
players to high lines stretches the opposition’s
defensive line and opens spaces to enable
these quick forward movements. Here we see
the ball just inside the opposition half on the
left-hand side. The ball initially moves out to the
wide player and the fullback has moved outside
to engage the ball.
This movement from the fullback stretches
the connection between the fullback and his
defensive teammates. Takumi Minamino is then
able to use this space to attack beyond the
defensive line. In two quick passes, Salzburg
have moved from half-way and are beyond the
defensive line.

Out of possession
I

f the general pattern of play in possession for
Salzburg is exceptionally quick, then there
is little difference when out of possession. It
is here that we should stress that formations
are largely useless when describing a side
playing in or out of possession. A 4-4-2 in the
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defensive phase could become a 4-1-1-4 in
the attacking phase or any number of other
variants. What is key and what is constant,
however, are the concepts behind what
Salzburg do.
As you would expect from a Red Bull side out
of possession, Salzburg will press aggressively.
There is a broad suspicion from some that this
high energy style is part of a branding exercise
to fit in with the Red Bull name. Whilst there
may be some element of truth in this, the
influence of German coaches like Ralf Ragnick
and Helmut Gross are also responsible for the
pressing system.
Under Jesse Marsch, we have not seen
Salzburg look to take so much as a step back
in terms of intensity in the defensive phase.
Again, the importance of connections is seen in
this phase of play as they often overwhelm the
opposition through sheer weight of numbers
before winning the ball back and playing
quickly and vertically in transition. If Salzburg
have no interest in possession football, they
also have no interest in sitting back and
allowing the opposition to come to them.

Out of possession, the compactness that
Salzburg achieve in their defensive block
enables them to engage the ball from multiple
angles. We see this here with the opposition
trying to force a breakthrough on the near side
of the field. The man in possession of the ball is
closely supported by five players, but Salzburg
have seven players pressing and cutting
passing lanes.
Even beyond the immediate space in which
the ball is sitting we see man marking from the
Austrian side to prevent the opposition from
being able to play out of the press.

This is seen again in this example with the
opposition out on the far touchline. There are
three or at a stretch four opposition players
closely connected as they try to find a way to
play through the Salzburg lines. There are six
Salzburg players though who are pressing out
to prevent the ball from being played into the
penalty area. Once again the other attacking
threat from the other side is closely man
marked by a player not immediately involved in
the press.

This pressing is by no means reserved for
the defensive third of the field, and in the first
instance of transition, we will see Salzburg
make a concerted effort to win the ball back as
close to the opposition goal as they possibly
can. The Austrian side will look to disrupt the
build-up quickly and force the opposition to
either play long, into an area where Salzburg
are already compact, or to make a mistake.

There are, of course moments, in any match
when a team has to adopt a more conservative
approach when out of possession. In the 4-2-
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2-2, in particular, we see Salzburg drop deep to
rest out of possession periodically. They drop
and maintain a compact structure that denies
their opponents the possibility of accessing
space in between the lines.
If the ball is then switched out to the wide
areas, then we see the press engaged, and
once again, Salzburg are proactive in trying to
win the ball back.

above that with little pressure on the ball, there
are three clear vertical options for the man
in possession to choose. Often we will also
see the central defenders choose to step out
in possession to draw an opposition player
towards them. This, in turn, would create space
in the opposition block for the ball to be moved
forward quickly.

Transitions and build up
W

e have touched above on the tendency
from Salzburg to attack through quick
vertical movements that stretch the pitch and
immediately put the opposition under pressure.
The purpose of these quick transitions is twofold. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly,
they are looking to create moments of stress
for the opposition stress who have to move to
cover space very quickly in order to negate the
attacking threat. This can often lead to spaces
opening up elsewhere as they are not set in an
established attacking shape. Secondly, they
are designed to quickly push the opposition
back into deep positions. The ball can then
be played back into deeper areas when no
immediate breakthrough is possible.
Even in moments of more measured build-up,
the vertical passing option is always the first
that Salzburg players will look to play. The ball
may be circulated but only until the vertical
passing option becomes free, and then the ball
forward is triggered.

With the central defender in possession of
the ball, it is always important that they have
vertical passing options in order to progress
the ball. The capacity to accurately play vertical
passes is something that is very important for
the central defenders in this system. We see

These quick vertical passes in the build-up
also allow Salzburg to isolate and overload
individual defensive players very quickly. We
see this above as the ball is initially moved
out to the left-back who has moved into the
opposition half. As soon as that pass is played
Takumi Minamino makes a run outside the
fullback to provide a wide option to progress
the ball. This in turn, of course, forces the
opposition fullback to follow him.
All of this has the result of isolating Erling
Haland 1v1 against the central defender. The
movement from Minamino allows the ball to
be played behind the defensive line for the
Norwegian forward to run on to.

This vertically in the build-up and in transition
is again shown here with a relatively simple,
but brutally effective, up back and through
movement. The ball moves initially forward
from inside the Salzburg half to the highest line
before being set back by Hwang to Minamino.
Haland then makes a run beyond the defensive
line, and the pass is played through easily
releasing him.
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Conclusion
A

ny concerns that Salzburg fans would have
had coming into this season under a new
coach have been quickly negated. The game
model installed by Marsch and his coaching
staff is perfectly suited to the culture and
philosophy of the club and to the playing staff
that they have to work with. Marsch and his
side are quickly becoming must-watch football
for many, myself included.
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Éver Banega under Lopetegui
BY MAK PAKHEI // @MakPakhei
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D

espite selling key attacking players
Wissam Ben Yedder and Pablo Sarabia to
French clubs, Sevilla bought young players
Jules Koundé and Rony Lopes. There’s also
the arrival of former Manchester City man
Fernando in the 2019 summer transfer window.
Under their new manager Julen Lopetegui, they
have started the season strong with 13 points
so far.
However, despite all the changes in the
squad, 31-year-old Argentine midfielder, Éver
Banega has still retained his position in the
team. Playing over 200 matches for Sevilla,
Banega still thrives under the new manager.
This tactical scout report will show the tactical
role and strengths of Banega has shown in the
2019/20 campaign.

Sevilla's style of play
L

opetegui’s team had been fluid in attack,
as they’ve enjoyed an average of 54.7%
possession per game. While on the ball, their
centre-backs Diego Carlos and Daniel Carriço
split to allow the Brazilian defensive midfielder
to drop. Meanwhile, their full-backs, Jesús
Navas and Sergio Reguilón, stay wide to
provide width. In the match against Eibar, they
switched the ball from side to side, increasing
the gap between the opposition’s players
horizontally. Then, they would exploit these
spaces to find midfielders.
In the second phase of Sevilla’s attack, they
utilized both sides of the pitch to hurt their
opponent. Statistics show that 39% of their
attacking play was from left and 37% was
from the right. Both wingers stay inside to
occupy the half-spaces. Meanwhile, their fullbacks join the attack, by either overlapping
or underlapping. This helps Sevilla generate
chances by crossing or fast breaks.
Sevilla defend in a 4-1-4-1 while out of
possession. Fernando remains as the sole
defensive midfielder, covering the positions of
defenders and tracking runs. The formation is
set to protect the central areas and to ensure
that opposition did not build-up through the
pivot. When the opposition enter the final-third,
this triggers the press from Sevilla players.

Banega plays a big part in Sevilla’s attack,
and he also has tactical responsibility while
defending.

Statistical breakdown of Banega
The passing accuracy of the Argentine
midfielder has been 87.1%, and his 2.5 key
passes per game is the highest among his
teammates. This reflects that Banega has
been the main source of attack for the team.
His passing quality is not only reflected in this
statistic, but more on this later. Banega also
has averaged 8.5 long balls per games, three
more than any other outfield players for Sevilla.
His ability to switch plays is very advantageous
to the team’s attack.

Tactical role on the ball:
release the left-back
A

s mentioned, allowing full-backs to join the
attack has been one of the main tactics
showcased in Lopetegui’s Sevilla. Both fullbacks, Navas and Reguilón are energetic,
which allows them to support the attack.
With the Sevilla wingers usually tucking inside
and occupying the half-spaces, it draws the
attention of the opposition full-backs, allowing
Sevilla’s full-backs to join the attack freely. At
this stage, Banega is usually the man to play
the pass, releasing the full-back.
Since Banega plays as a left central midfielder,
he often released the pass to Reguilón. Below
is an example; Banega holds the ball, and he
draws the attention of four opposition players,
which allows Reguilón space to run down the
left flank. This allows the Real Madrid loanee to
progress the ball forward.
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Tactical role off the ball:
covering the centre
B

anega has also fulfilled his tactical role
nicely when Sevilla are defending. Although
he plays as a left central midfielder, he covers
space at the centre when Sevilla press high.
This prevents the opponent from building-up
through the centre, which allows Sevilla to
force the ball wide and compress the flanks.
Below, Sergio Ramos is on the ball while
Casemiro acts as the sole pivot for Real
Madrid. With Lucas Ocampos pressing
Ramos, Luuk De Jong, Franco Vásquez and
Banega form a line to eliminate the numerical
advantages of Madrid. The positioning of
Banega was key as he covered the passing
lane to Casemiro, which prevented the pass
from Ramos. This resulted in a long ball by
Ramos, and Carriço regained the ball. In other
cases, Banega also played as the man to mark
the opposition pivot.

hat has made Banega become a key man
in Lopetegui’s team is his long-range
passes to switch plays. This type of pass
requires vision to read space and to observe
the positions of his teammates in advance. The
ability to pass accurately is only the minimum.
With the switch of plays that Banega provides,
Sevilla can change their attack directions to the
other flank quickly and create an overload on
opposition’s full-back.
Below, Madrid are set with a midblock in the
midfield, and Sevilla build-up with Fernando
and two centre backs. Since Karim Benzema
was marking Fernando, Banega had time to
make the next move. He played long to the
right slank, eliminating six Madrid players with
his pass, which allowed his teammates to
target the lone Madrid left-back Ferland Mendy.

Thanks to Banega’s accurate pass, Navas
received the ball on the right and drew Mendy
out. In an instant, Navas and Vásquez created a
two vs one situation against Mendy. The French
left-back was not able to handle both players.
Vásquez ran behind Mendy and Navas headed
the ball over Mendy, found Vásquez. Thanks to
the switch play of Banega which triggered the
combinations between winger and right-back,
Sevilla were able to enter the final third.

Personal attributes:
switching plays
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Personal attributes:
clever passes
H

owever, Banega does not need to switch
the play every time he receives the ball.
He is also an intelligent passer who helps his
team to progress the ball forward. He tricks the
opponents with his body orientation. Banega
will often see his teammates between the lines
and pass to penetrate the central areas. This
helps his team to break the defensive block
and progress the attack.

Personal attributes:
football intelligence

Below, Banega gets the ball in his own half,
with an opened body shape. Meanwhile, the
Sevilla skipper Navas also utilized the space
behind Eden Hazard by dashing forward. The
obvious pass would be for the Argentine to play
the ball to Navas. However, Banega passed
the ball to Vásquez who stayed between the
lines, through the gap between Benzema and
Casemiro. This pass was unexpected, and the
Madrid players did not intercept or block it.
Then, Vásquez gave the ball to Joan Jordán,
and Jordán passed the ball to Navas. Sevilla
attacked down the right flank again. The move
could be attributed to Banega’s clever pass.

Below is another example from the Alavés
game. This time Ocampos was the player to
stay between the lines. Once again, Navas
is on the right, and Banega got the ball with
an open body orientation. The gap between
blue shirts was tiny, but the Argentine’s body
orientation hides his real intention. He passes
between the opponents, breaks the line and
finds Ocampos.

B

anega is an intelligent playmaker. He reads
the game well, always showing himself as
a passing option to support his teammates.
On many occasions, he has formed a passing
triangle with the left-back and left-winger.
Sevilla keeps the ball easier in this phase
thanks to Banega’s ability to connect players
.
Below is an example from the Alavés game.
In the first image, Fernando receives the ball
between the centre backs. Jordán and Banega
are the players that drop to create a numerical
superiority in Alavés’ own half.
In order to find Óliver Torres, Fernando passes
the ball to Banega first, since the long ball
pass could result in a loss of possession or a
counterattack from opponents. Banega was
clever and careful; he checks his shoulder
before receiving the ball, makes sure that no
one was going to close him down and that
there’s space to receive the ball.

Torres received the ball from Banega.
Meanwhile, Reguilón runs forward to provide
himself as a passing option. Banega did not
stop after the pass; he adjusted his position,
and he made himself an option to receive the
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return pass from Torres. The original marker
of the Argentine only focused on Torres, so
Banega had space and time for the next move.

After Banega received the return pass from
Torres, he did not make the easy pass to the
Spanish left-back Reguilón. Average players
look for a safe pass, but Banega is the type
of player that likes to take bold risks. In this
situation, Banega tried to switch the ball to the
right again. He has the ability to make this type
of pass, which finds the right-back, Navas,
again. The Alavés left-back was slightly caught
out of position, and he seemed unaware of the
spaces behind him. Banega’s pass eliminated
at least four Alavés players, and it allowed
Sevilla to start an attack on the weak side of
the opponent.

The below example shows his stubborn
movement in the final third. Navas gets the ball
on the right flank, and Banega positions himself
at the edge of the box. At this moment, Alavés
defensive line was stretched since Rubén
Duarte stepped out to close off Navas. There’s
a big gap between the centre-back, Rodrigo
Ely and Duarte. Banega should have exploited
this space.
If Banega made the forward run to support
Navas, there were benefits, no matter if he
receives the ball or not. Ely must step out to
mark Banega, which would leave De Jong in a
one vs one situation against Víctor Laguardia.
However, Banega did not do anything; he
just waited for a pass, Sevilla missed an
opportunity to create a chance on target.

Conclusion
O

Rooms for improvement:
movements in the final-third
B

anega has been a very good player for
Sevilla. However, if there is a weaker
attribute, then it would be his movement in the
final third. It is Banega’s common practice to
stay out of the box when his team attacks. He
usually shoots at the edge of the box, instead
of making late runs into the box. He can do
more in this phase of the attack, with his
intelligent movements.

ther than the opening game against
Espanyol, Banega has started every game
in La Liga and has recorded two assists. He
is the main source of creativity in the team,
as he has been the starting point of a lot of
attacking moves. He possesses the ability to
penetrate the centre, and switch plays to attack
the flanks. With Banega, Sevilla can attack in
several different ways.
Banega is not an energetic player who could
offer relentless running on the pitch. Making
unselfish runs and coverage are not his
strengths. Therefore, Banega usually performs
better when he has the ball at his feet. He
seldom plays the ball behind the defenders,
and he usually takes touches when receiving
the ball. His presence and good performance
will be key for Sevilla during their 2019/20
campaign.
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DONYELL MALEN

The next-gen Dutch attacker
BY MARKO JOVIĆ // @zoze_marinjo
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Off the ball movement

ince the Netherlands struggles came to
an end in recent years, a new generation
of world-class footballers coming from
the country found its spot in the European
footballing spotlight.

P

SV tends to play quite transitionally,
very much depending on their good
transformations and fast-forward actions. That
type of play sharpened Malen into becoming a
fast link-up central forward with the pretension
to be involved in most of his team’s attacks.

Ajax’s bright campaign in last season’s
Eredivisie and UEFA Champions League
brought to people’s attention that the “Oranje“
is coming back to the top, especially because
now players like Frenkie de Jong, Matthijs
de Ligt and Donny van de Beek have been
coming through. However, Ajax have had some
difficulties getting back to the throne in their
national championship mostly because their
main contenders PSV Eindhoven have also had
a great young side with a lot of potential.

The Dutch striker is not an ordinary player
who works his hours in that position. He likes
to come lower on the pitch to provide his
teammates with an option between the lines
and being the player through which they could
break the opposition’s well-organised lines. His
tendency to come closer to the midfield players
enables him to get the ball in the gaps of the
opponent’s structure, so he often finds himself
with the ball in the half-spaces.

One of those who catches the eye is Donyell
Malen, the 20-year-old light-legged striker
who has thrived and become one of the main
players in the team, which lead him to get his
debut in the Dutch squad.
His agility and sharpness pointed him out of
Mark van Bommel’s side and made him one
of the most intriguing young players in world
football. Not that long ago, he had a serious hot
streak of five games, in which he scored eight
goals. Five of these were scored in the same
game.
Malen’s second match for the national team
brought him his first goal for his country, and
probably that is when the whole world started
to take notice. Now, he is back in his team,
playing against the best there are in the Europa
League, and helping team to once again secure
a “European spring”.
PSV’s forward will surely be one-to-watch,
and it won’t be a surprise if, in some of the
upcoming transfer windows, one of the most
powerful clubs in the world comes knocking on
the Dutch club’s door in order to buy their new
star-player.
But why is Donyell Malen that interesting for
the strongest teams? This piece will discuss
that very question.

This motion allows him to participate in the
play organisation, or to pull out the opposing
defensive line to create a wider space behind
their backs, which can be exploited by either
him or others from his team.
The key to his play is the lowering movement,
mostly because of his strongest skills – speed
and acceleration. After the rival’s defence is
asked to come higher, the room between them
and the goal gets a lot bigger and harder to
protect. The 20-year-old uses his pace to get
the better of the opponents in those situations,
making the “dummy move“ by coming closer
to the halfway line, after which he changes
direction and goes straight into the emptied
space.
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His colleagues supply him with tons of through
balls, and his speed makes it possible for him
to dominate in those duels against his direct
opponent. As it is shown in the picture, he
senses that he has a pace-advantage versus
the centre-back, then pulls him out of his
comfort zone, and asks for the ball in the innercorridor.

Malen also has the luck that his team is filled
with fast players, so the opposition can’t stick
to simply defend him, but needs to arrange its
forces in the best possible way to defend the
other speedy men. As we can see, the new
“Oranje“ member brilliantly uses the space
that breaks free, with his well-timed run-in and
lowering which lead to him scoring.

Sometimes, when he feels that he is in
advantage from the start – without a need to
pull himself lower – he makes a run-in behind
the defensive line after spending some time
positioned next to one of the centre-backs.

While he is a constant threat out of transition
and counter-attacks as the executor, he also
has his role in the attacking organisation.
Positioning in the half-spaces, or sometimes
even closer to his defenders, allows him to
get the ball unguarded and to face up to the
opposition’s goal. Out of those situations, he is
practically a false nine creator, who serves his
wingers with good through passes.

Even though most of these dangers for the
opposition come out of the transitional attacks,
Malen often finds a way to fool the defenders
when his team tries to play steadier. The Dutch
forward’s movements in the final third are pretty
good, since he moves all the time, and they
confuse his direct opponents.
Once again, lowering is the key to his success,
it disrupts the last defending line, gets it out of
shape and allows him to pierce through it and
get into the goal-scoring opportunities by using
his rapidity.

Malen often provides break-through passes for
his speedy teammates and that is one of his
extras, which makes him a special player. He
has an ability to make space for himself even
in the tight areas – at the edge of the box, or
sometimes inside it – which makes it easier for
his team to create chances when the defence is
set up in a low block.
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The 20-year-old often finds room at the edge of
the box, after staying next to one of the centrebacks for a while, then suddenly separates
himself from him and gets the ball in the
dangerous zone. His ball-wanting ability makes
him pretty much involved in the team’s actions
and opens an option for all the other players to
play deeper balls.

Chance creation
A

s it is said, most of the opportunities for
this player come due to his pace and agility
when he attacks the free space behind the
opponent’s defenders, but he also reads the
game well and knows where to position himself
so he could threaten the goal more easily.
Although he operates as a central forward, he
often pulls himself to the flanks from where he
attacks those spaces but also participates in
the build of the play.

Above we can see his heatmap that indicates
he more often searches for the space in the left
half-space and closer to the left sideline, and
that is because he has a pretension to get the
ball in these zones and get inwards with it in
his feet. He frequently makes Arjen Robbenish
types of setups for himself, dragging the ball
inside from the outside and finding the spot
from which he could attempt to shoot.

Those scenarios most often take place in
transitional attacks, but he can also create
them when the defence in perfectly organised
and dense in the block. As it is shown, he
initiates “1v1s“ after he gets the ball, and,
with his fast feet, he tries to get the better of
opponents so he could find space to shoot.
The spaces which he occupies the most are
the same ones he tends to attack when the
opposition sits tight. When it comes to flankattacks, which end with a cross or with a
return-pass, Malen doesn’t always go with
the most expected runs. There are many
ways of how he fills the box; one of them is
the “most usual“ when he goes in the centre
of it with other teammates but the others are
more interesting and enable him to get into his
favourable shooting positions.
When winger and attacking midfielder tasks
are to go all the way to see off the crosses and
balls sent from the flank, Malen often pulls out
and positions himself at the edge of the box.
From there, he asks for the return-ball to his
feet, which he can convert into an attempt from
the position in which he threatens the most.

The other players from his team draw the
attention of the defenders, which makes him
unguarded and open for the pass, so he often
goes with a shot from these scenarios. A large
number of his attempts comes from those
positions, and although he tries a lot, he fails to
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score more regularly from distance – he’s done
it just twice this season.
On the other hand, his finishing inside the
box is of a high level. He managed to tuck in
11 goals out of 36 attempts from the fenced
16 yards, including shots from very difficult
positions.
Malen’s communication with his midfielders
and wingers is of a high level since they provide
him with support whenever he feels he can
press the opposing player. In the picture, the
striker attacks the centre-back and forces him
into the pressing trap, closing the passing lane
with his body-positioning.
PSV frequently profits because of his
aggressiveness since they often win the ball in
the most dangerous zones of the pitch. When
the opposition goes around him and avoids
his pressure, he is there for his teammates
providing the equal amount of support he gets
when he is the one pushing the rival to make
mistake.

In his shot map, we see from where he scored
throughout the season, and it is clear that if
he improves himself in the shooting from the
distance he’d be a “complete“ player who
can not just threaten but also materialize his
attempts.

Defensive coverage and
transition
A

lthough Malen’s most important role isn’t
defending, he does a great job doing
this chore in the final third of the pitch. As a
forward, he is the first line of his team’s defence
so, in the start of the opponent’s attacks, he
dictates in which way they will go.
The “Oranje“ international is very aggressive
and his pressing runs are well-timed. He also
closes the passing lanes really well and cuts
the opposition’s options to start the build-up
from the back. His pressing actions force the
rival’s defenders to often go with long balls
because he makes them fall into the pressing
trap organised by him and his teammates.

As we can see, the attacker is close to the
action guarding the defender, providing an
option to double up on the player with the
ball and being ready to intervene if the player
plays the pass to his goalkeeper. He performs
these tasks very well and, if he doesn’t win the
ball, he repeatedly forces the opponents into
making errors.
It is clear that his aggression and agility allow
him to be a good presser, but he also uses
those characteristics when his team is in the
situation of having a transformational attack.
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His decisions are in majority of the times
very smart, and he is one of the best young
transitional players in his position in the world.

His pace is one of the key factors for them to
break fast and he usually gets the ball very
quickly so he could progress with the ball at his
feet.

Conclusion
T

he Dutch striker is the embodiment of fastforward transitional philosophy of today’s
football.

As such, Malen deals with an unorganised
defence, perceiving the situation on the pitch
and trying to find the best possible solution. He
usually deals with these problems by dribbling
inside and not getting wide, handling a “1v1”
duel against one defender while asking the
other to attack him. Then, he tries to send a
well-timed pass for the players who follow the
action along with him, which time and again
gets them into good goal-scoring opportunities.
That isn’t the situation all the time, since he
sometimes decides to finish the action by
himself, mostly trying to score from distance,
as it is said it is his favourite way to score.

Malen is a great player who will be one of the
leaders in the next generation of strikers around
the world. His skills match up in some way with
Roberto Firmino and Gabriel Jesus’ as he can
even be likened to a mixture of the two. He has
a lot of other qualities that make him unique.
He will surely find a way to fit into possessionoriented sides, although he hasn’t played much
in those kinds of teams, since he has a lot of
characteristics that would be suited for sides
that like to play in that way.
It will certainly be interesting to see what his
next station will be, but the club that gets first
to him will be getting an omnipotent attacker
who could play in a variety of positions and
who could provide a lot of options for both his
coach and his teammates.
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HOW TO . . .

. . . control the second ball
BY MAX BERGMANN // @MaxBergmnn
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Our following tactical analysis will therefore
underline the importance of winning second
balls and examine its success factors.

There are different types of loose balls. Mostly
a second or third ball is created by a player
of either side playing the ball without being
able to control it. The afforded behaviour is
different when an opponent plays the first ball
than when a teammate does. The probability
of winning the loose ball in the end will rise if
the opposition player is pressed and therefore
does not have enough time to control the ball
or to clear it to a teammate. If a player of the
own team is about to clear the ball, however,
this player should attempt to play the ball into
an area with a numerical advantage to increase
the chances of winning the second ball for his
side. Therefore, the team getting the first ball
always holds the advantage of action.

lthough successful attacking approaches
during positional attacks or counterattacks have already been discussed for
several decades, the key factors for winning
second balls get mentioned very rarely. This
could be due to the fact that second balls
result from unstable open play situations which
makes them more complex as neither team is
attacking or defending.

The importance of
winning second balls
E

ven though the more possession-based
style of play has been established in the
Premier League in recent years, the importance
of winning second balls has not decreased.
Manchester City coach Pep Guardiola had
to experience that within his first year in the
Premier League and even stated:
“You have to adapt to the second ball, and
the third ball, and the fourth!”
Especially against sides which focus on
keeping a compact defensive shape and aim
at threatening the opposition goal after winning
the ball, it is important to win second balls and
therewith avoid conceding dangerous counterattacks. One could say the connection of well
structured positional attacks and the ability to
win second balls might be the key to success
in today’s football.

ince loose balls basically describe noncontrolled balls, balls in the air are more
likely to end in a loose ball situation than
balls on the ground which are easier to be
controlled.Typical scenarios causing loose balls
are long passes being played to progress up
the pitch as well as crosses from wide areas.
In both cases, defenders are often unable to
control the ball and clear it with their first touch.

Hoffenheim, for example, win the second ball
due to two reasons in the situation above.
Firstly, they have the advantage of action as
they play the first ball. Secondly, the player
winning the first ball does not get pressed
aggressively enough and therefore has got
the time to play a controlled ball to one of his
teammates.

Since the situations can be described as
loose ball situations and the specific balls are
numbered up from second ball to third ball and
so on until one team is in complete control of
the ball again, we will also use the term loose
ball situations in the following analysis.

Advantage of winning the
first ball
W

How to win second
balls?

hen examining the key factors for
winning second balls, one can quickly
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notice a connection between the factors for a
successful attacking play and those for winning
second balls. However, in order to win second
balls, the shape needs to be more compressed
than during stable possession. If a team lacks
vertical compactness, it is difficult for them
to win second balls. Mainz are not compact
enough in the scenario below and, as a result,
three Wolfsburg players can win the second
ball without being pressed.

Of course, a numerical superiority near the
ball can be advantageous. In the scenario of
a cross, for instance, it is possible to create a
numerical advantage in a second ball area by
pinning the opposition players in their penalty
area. That way, Liverpool make sure to win the
second ball after a cross against Arsenal as
displayed below.

When second balls appear after long balls in
build-up, both sides have different advantages.
Where the defensive side usually entails a
numerical advantage near the ball as one
usually defends with at least one spare
defender in the back, the attacking team will
move up the pitch and can create an advantage
of dynamism and orientation as they can go
into the ball and face the opposition goal. The
image below shows Manchester City clearing
the ball. And whereas Liverpool midfielder
Georginio Wijnaldum can move up the field
facing the opposition goal, City midfielder
Fernandinho moves towards his own goal and
could directly be pressed from the blind side.

But apart from these advantages, there are
still advantages which depend on the team’s
actions. There are three different possible
superiorities in football: numerical superiority,
positional superiority and individual superiority.
Especially the latter one is vital for winning
second balls.

Nevertheless, as there is no clear control of
the ball one cannot make use of the numerical
advantage without a positional superiority.
Therefore, it is important to have good
staggering.
Positional superiority can be created when
a team possesses more players in those
areas where it is likely that the second ball
will drop. One can therefore deduce that the
areas in front of the player playing the first ball
need to be occupied. That can be done with
two players in a diagonal position towards
the ball. A further player should cover both
teammates and intercept balls which overplay
the diagonally positioned players. Together
with the player pressing or playing the first
ball, a diamond shape is created. This setup
also makes sure that the central space in front
of the ball is occupied. That is the area where
most second balls drop down. In the situation
below, Tottenham utilise a diamond shape to
win the second ball.

Their opponent, Manchester City in this
case, are also positioned in a diamond
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shape. However, the shape is too narrow and
Tottenham hold the advantage of action since
Harry Kane, despite being pressed by centreback Nicolás Otamendi, is playing the first ball
into the direction of his teammate.

With the help of both fast players and
anticipation, Jürgen Klopp’s Liverpool often
create a numerical advantage near the ball.
Therefore, they can win the second ball against
Arsenal in the situation above.
Last but not least, an individual superiority
in the form of technically more versatile
players might allow them to control the ball
and therefore avoid a third or fourth ball. An
individual advantage in the form of better
heading abilities than the opponent can help
to win the first ball and therewith gain the
advantage of action.

What happens after
winning the second ball?

The following case clearly shows that it is
important to have a player covering in a central
area.
Manchester City clear the ball and behind
two diagonally positioned players, Tottenham
miss a covering player. As a consequence,
Manchester City can win the second ball.
As the range for the second ball is quite small
when the player is heading the ball, the players
awaiting the second ball should move closer
to the ball location compared to a situation
where the first ball can be cleared with the feet.
The same goes for the pressure on the first
ball player. When the player is pressed, it is
less likely that the ball gets cleared over a long
distance. These indicators can help the players
to adjust their position.
In order to gain positional superiority it is
important to be quicker than the opposition.
Therefore, both physical and cognitive aspects
play a key role. Fast players can use the short
time window between clearance and second
ball to move towards the ball quicker than their
direct opponents, and the use of anticipation
can help a player to move into a better position
to gain the second ball before or in the moment
of the clearance.

T

he more narrow and compressed the shape
while still being staggered, the more likely
it is to win the loose ball. Nevertheless, it is
important that their own organisation allows
for an immediate switch of play out of the
compressed area. Therefore, width immediately
needs to be created as well as diagonal
passing options to play into areas with more
space.
By playing into new areas right after winning
the second ball, counter-attack-like situations
can be created. As both sides are neither
attacking nor defending during loose ball
situations, spaces occasionally open up as
defensive players already start offensive runs
and leave their positions.

Another situation from the game between
Liverpool and Manchester City shows how
threatening Liverpool are after winning second
balls in midfield. After a loose ball situation in
midfield, Liverpool can create a 3v3 situation
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against Manchester City’s back line since the
City left-back left his position. With wingers
Sadio Mané and Mohamed Salah immediately
providing width, City’s defensive department
needs to drop. This enables Alex OxladeChamberlain to score just seconds after
winning the third ball.

Conclusion
A

ll in all, there is no doubt that winning
second balls is extremely vital in football
independent of the level.
In order to win second balls, several attributes
are required. To gain certain advantages or
superiorities, physical aspects such as pace
and cognitive aspects such as anticipation
can be really useful. In addition to that, good
staggering and therewith coordination within
the team is needed to benefit from loose ball
situations.
And last but not least, one should always
prepare for the next step in order to be the
team which can control the ball first and make
use of it with a new attack.
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JAN BERNAT

Yet another exciting prospect from Zilina
BY ROFIQ NAUFAL // @rofiq_naufal
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án Bernát - many are still unfamiliar with
this particular name. The young prospect
is yet another talented footballer from the long
production lines of Slovakian club Žilina – who
in the previous seasons have produced and
exported academy graduates such as Martin
Dúbravka, Denis Vavro, Dávid Hancko, and
perhaps one of the best ball-playing centrebacks in the world at the moment, Milan
Skriniar who is currently playing for Inter.
Bernát is set to be the latest one to shine in
Europe – alongside the likes of Patrik Myslovič,
Jakub Kiwior, Branislav Sluka, Benson Anang,
Vladimir Majdan, Michal Tomič, Dávid Ďuriš,
the much more well-known Róbert Boženík and
Miroslav Káčer, and many other names from
the same club.
Born in 2001, the 18-year-old midfielder just
made his senior debut last season, making
a 28-minute appearance as a substitute in a
2-1 home win against Zlaté Moravce. Though
brief, his performance in that match was a clear
indicator of how good he is and how amazing
he can be in the future.
Bearing a name similar to PSG’s left-back,
Juan Bernát – Jan is nothing like the Spaniard.
While the former is an explosive wing-back,
the latter is more of an advanced playmaker.
The young Slovak midfielder is quickly making
a name for himself in Fortuna Liga though, and
I have little doubt that he’d be a top-notch, if
not, world-class player someday and be able to
play at one of the best clubs in Europe.
With that being said, let’s take a closer look at
the Presov-born youngster in this scout report.

Strength and agility
J

ust by looking at him, it is apparent that
Bernát isn’t exactly a very strong player.
Standing at 1.80m (5’11”) with a lean body
build and not particularly developed upper and
lower muscles yet, Bernát isn’t exactly built
for outmuscling opposing players, holding off
defenders, or winning a jostle for the ball both
in the air and on the ground.
He seems to be able to reach a fairly decent
height when leaping due to his vertical

explosiveness as well as his decent frame,
but due to his lack of strength and rather poor
timing of his jump, Bernát can often be beaten
to the ball when contesting for aerial balls.
Often times, he can be seen getting muscled
off in a challenge; however, he seems quite
good at staying on his feet, especially when
on the ball. This owes a lot to his good body
balance and coordination.
Bernát is quite active in making challenges. He
has so far averaged around nine challenges
per game; however, only winning 33% of them.
He’s also not very proficient when it comes
to aerial duels. This season, he averaged at
least around 1.5 aerial challenges while only
winning just 50% of them. Manchester City’s
Bernardo Silva, for comparison, averaged the
same amount of challenges (nine) but managed
to win 45% of them. However, when it comes
to aerial duels, the former is a bit better than
the latter with Silva only averaging 1.1 aerial
duels per game and winning only 33% of them.
The low amount of aerial challenges and low
success rate are understandable though and
do not affect their performance significantly
due to their role as well as the team’s style of
play which does not require them to actively
challenge for aerial balls.
Being an intelligent player that he is though,
Bernát tries to mask his weakness by avoiding
and/or escaping pressure as soon as he
receives the ball. He tends to not play with his
back facing the opposite goal in order to be
able to turn quickly and/or beat his opponent
immediately after receiving the ball. His
excellent agility plays a big part in this, and
it is apparent both with and without the ball.
Bernát seems to be able to manoeuvre and
change directions quickly and hardly shows
any sign of struggling when turning, whether
it is a half-turn or a full-turn. He’s also often
seen dropping his shoulder or feinting and then
immediately going the other way when the ball
is played towards him. He can also put his
agility to good use by dropping deep or moving
wide to drag his marker out of position and
then immediately turning around and using his
speed to exploit the space left by him.
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Speed and endurance
B

ernát has excellent agility as well as body
balance and coordination, which allows him
to turn and change directions quickly as well
as staying on his feet when challenged despite
his lack of strength. And to add to that, he also
possesses very good pace, especially over
short distances. Bernát seems to be able to
accelerate very quickly, and he also decelerates
just as quick. His quick burst of acceleration
enables him to dart past defenders and his
good level of endurance helps him to maintain
a decent pace over medium-long (around 2060 m) distance. However, despite his pretty
average top speed – Bernát’s ability to beat
players over short distance is key to his game,
especially as he’s usually playing in such tight
space in advanced areas in and around the
middle and final third (although he occasionally
helps link play by dropping deep).
Though often being played centrally as an
attacking midfielder or a central midfielder,
Bernát can also be seen occasionally being
deployed as a right or left-winger which is
the position that requires pace over mediumlong distance as well. He often works well
by combining with his teammates in the halfspace or close to the touchline rather than
taking on players and sprinting to the byline.

Ball receiving and
distribution
O

ften playing in such tight space and given
very little time to think and make decisions,
Bernát needs to be aware of the space around
him and use that space effectively – and that’s
exactly what he does all the time. Bernát tends
to receive the ball on the half-turn, using the
instep of his back foot - positioning his body
in such a way that he could have a good vision
of what’s around him whilst also having the
chance to turn/switch directions quickly to beat
his defender and escape pressure. This can be
seen in the picture below.

Bernát receiving the ball with the instep of his back
foot on the half-turn.

Bernát seems to be able to control the ball well
using either foot, either when receiving the ball
or when dribbling. This allows him to be able
to manipulate the ball more freely and he can
pretty much go to any direction he wants as
he’s comfortable with using both feet. Bernát
seems to rarely commit poor touches when
collecting the ball, which is quite impressive
considering the pressure he usually receives
when the ball is played towards him.
The young Slovakian midfielder is quite a tricky
and slippery player. It seems quite difficult to
win the ball from him without drawing a foul
due to his agility, body balance, acceleration,
close touch and control and dribbling skills.
Due to those abilities too plus his calmness,
confidence, and creativity on the ball - despite
his lack of strength, Bernát retains the ball well
and is quite press-resistant.
The 2001-born midfielder is quite proficient
in dribbling, often showing his attacking flair
and creativity as well as confidence by trying
tricks to get past players. With the addition of
his excellent agility, body balance, and close
control, Bernát is a very difficult man to face,
especially one-on-one. Statistically, Bernát
attempted an average of 2.3 dribbles per game
with a 51% accuracy. Silva, on the other hand,
has an average of 2.4 dribbles per game with
a 58% accuracy which is not that far from
Bernát’s stats. Bernát, of course, still has some
improvements that need to be made in order
to be a better, more effective dribbler. Though
he clearly has shown that he has the skills, he
seems to be a bit prone to losing the ball due
to poor decision making when dribbling (forcing
himself to attempt a dribble despite other
better options in that situation).
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higher level of football here which means higher
intensity and more difficult opponents.

Aside from his splendid touch and control
of the ball, Bernát is quite a good distributor
of the ball. With his ball distribution ability,
combined with his creativity, flair, and vision
– he could be an extremely dangerous player
in the opponent’s half. From what I can see,
Bernát is extremely good in picking out which
player to pass to and he seems to time his
passes really well too, releasing the ball at the
very precise time in order to avoid the offside
trap by the opposing team whilst rendering
his teammate free in an abundance of space
behind the backline.

From there, of course, we could see that
Bernát is still someway off in terms of overall
distribution; however, he seems to be quite
good at delivering the key passes, averaging
a similar number as Silva whilst maintaining a
higher success rate. Again, playing mostly in
advanced areas, being afforded very little time
and space to think and make a decision - it is
very difficult to be able to distribute the ball
perfectly. I won’t say that Bernát’s passing
stats are really amazing, but it’s not really that
bad either considering the position he plays in.

Shooting and finishing
B

ernát is a pretty decent striker of the ball.
He seems to have a good ball-striking
technique, and he’s quite accurate with his
shots. The Slovakian hot prospect likes to have
a go from some way out, and he seems to be
on target in a lot of occasions. Averaging two
shots per game this season, Bernát managed
to get at least 50% of his shots on target.
Silva, for comparison, averaged a slightly lower
number of shots with 1.8 attempts per game
with 45% of them being on target. This is quite
a decent tally for an attacking midfielder like
Bernát and a further proof of how dangerous he
can be on the ball.

Bernát showing his excellent vision and creativity by
picking a teammate who makes a run in behind the
opposing defenders.

Bernát likes to deliver this kind of through
pass. With him on the ball on the half-space,
dribbling inside and then releasing a diagonal
through pass towards the centre while his
teammate makes a blindside run in behind the
defence.
This season he has notched up an average
of 28 passes per game with 78% accuracy
which is quite decent. However, his average of
two key passes per game with 80% success
rate is a good indication of how much of a
danger he can be. Playing mostly in advanced
areas, Bernát rarely attempts a long pass.
He averaged around 1.16 long passes per
game this season with 57% accuracy which
is decent. Now comparing him to Silva, the
latter averaged at least around 41 passes per
game with 86% accuracy which is far above
Bernát’s numbers. The Portuguese playmaker,
meanwhile, created an average of 2.8 key
passes per game with a slightly lower accuracy
of 76%. Just like Bernát, Silva also doesn’t
play a lot of long passes, averaging only 0.94
of them with a slightly higher accuracy of 62%.
Let’s also put in mind that Silva plays at a much

Though mostly right-footed, Bernát seems to
be fairly comfortable and is not afraid to take a
shot with his left as well.
Bernát’s five goals from nine matches this
season is a very impressive record, and it is
very much due to the fact that he’s a good
finisher. Aside from his accurate shooting,
Bernát also seems to possess the goalscoring
instinct. He’s calm and composed inside the
box, knows where the space is, where to
position himself, and where to move, and he
reacts quickly when the ball’s played into the
box. Always in the right place and at the right
time. He’s also a quick-witted player. He looks
up, makes the decision and picks his spot
before slotting the ball right where he wants it
to be – usually taking only one touch to finish
the ball (first-time shots).
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Positioning and
movements
L

et’s take a look at Bernát’s heatmap first
before discussing the player’s tendency in
positioning and movements.

He seems to have good spatial awareness
as well as tactical understanding, seemingly
knowing where he should position himself
and where to move. He usually scans before
receiving the ball, and he seems to use the
information he gathered very well, making him
always one step ahead of his opposition.
His reading of the game and his ability to find
space and move into it is quite vital in when
his team is in possession, whether it be in
the build-up phase or in the chance creation/
goalscoring phase.

Bernát’s heatmap in this season.

From the heatmap above, we can see that
Bernát is quite an active player, covering a
good amount of ground in and around the
middle and final third. He often positions
himself in the half-space rather than centrally
perhaps due to his team’s formation which
is 4-3-3 where he’s mostly deployed either
as a right-sided central midfielder or a leftsided central midfielder. However, in certain
occasions when he’s played as an attacking
midfielder in a 4-2-3-1 formation, he also tends
to move and position himself in the half-space,
adding numbers and creating an overload on
one side of the pitch as well as freeing himself
and creating some space in the centre.
Bernát likes to receive the ball in a pocket of
space as we can see from the picture below.

Bernát positioning himself in a pocket of space.

Bernát combining with his teammate on the rightwing.

In the picture above, for example, Bernát
receives the ball in the middle of the pitch
before dribbling into the half-space and playing
it towards his teammate out wide. Bernát saw
that the opposing full-back’s going to close his
teammate down out wide which will leave some
space in the half-space and he exploited it,
darting towards the space where the ball while
his teammate played the ball onto his path.
Though preferring to have the ball played to
his feet, Bernát can also be seen making run in
behind the defence as well whenever he sees
the chance to exploit.
Bernát likes to get into the box to receive
deliveries, usually tending to position himself
in the centre of the box rather than in the nearpost or the far-post. He often arrives late,
usually being the only free player inside the box
as the striker (usually Boženík) often would try
to occupy the two centre-backs and dragged
them deeper inside the six-yard box while the
cutback cross is delivered towards the centre,
a bit closer to the edge of the box where Bernát
would try to shoot the ball first-time.
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both for himself and his teammates as well
as converting the chances himself. Bernát’s
strongest points are his technical proficiency as
well as intelligence in the game.

Bernát’s positioning inside the box.

Aside from his positioning and movements
with or without the ball, there are some other
things that make the attacking midfielder a very
dangerous player when inside or close to the
box. For example, he likes to play quick onetwo touch exchanges and attempts a shot on
the first-time. This could present some surprise
and reduce the time for the opposing player to
react, which could often be an advantage for
Bernát and his team.

Conclusion
A

quick and agile advanced playmaker
who distributes the ball well in advanced
areas and very good at creating chances

Though lacking the strength, physicality,
and aggression, Bernát boasts himself as an
elegant playmaker, using his skilful dribbling as
well as ability to strike the ball properly in order
to distribute the ball or take a shot by himself.
At the tender age of only 18, Bernát is already
playing regularly at the senior side of Žilina
– who are currently competing for the title in
the Fortuna Liga (Slovakian top-flight) – which
is very good. More game time means more
experience, and it really aids his development.
I have little doubt that Bernát has the potential
to be a top, top player someday if developed
properly. This season he has already scored
five goals and assisted one having played only
nine games in Fortuna Liga. This season could
be his breakout season, but if not, he still has
several more years ahead of him. He does
still have some aspects he needs to improve
in his game, but if he’s really that good at the
moment, he could really reach a very high
ceiling.
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MARTIN
ODEGAARD'S

coming of age at Real Sociedad
BY SAM LEVERIDGE // @samleveridge
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I

of Mikel Oyarzabal and Adnan Januzaj either
side of him on the flanks, Ødegaard’s form has
seen him establish himself as the first choice
man behind the central striker, whether that is
Willian José or fellow Scandinavian summer
recruit Alexander Isak.

t seems only a few years ago that Martin
Ødegaard was a worldwide superstar in the
making. Courted by the biggest clubs across
the club, there were few that weren’t after his
signature. Then he fell off the radar. It took him
some time to adapt to life in Spain after joining
Real Madrid, not convincing Zinedine Zidane
during his stint with the club’s B team, Castilla,
and he ended up on loan.
He didn’t perform badly back in Holland in any
of his temporary deals, either at SC Herenveen
or Vitesse Arnhem, where he stepped things
up and became a first-team regular for the first
time. However, he never really found a home.
In 2018, there were signs in pre-season that
Julen Lopetegui may have been ready to give
him a first-team role at Real Madrid, but it was
not to be. Instead he was shifted out on loan
late in the transfer window to Vitesse, where
he scored eight goals in 34 games and finally
seemed to have found form, but the last-minute
nature of the deal meant that he got off to a
slow start.

That role was largely expected to be for Portu,
who joined from Girona, but an injury on the
eve of the season allowed Ødegaard a run
in the side and he hasn’t looked back since.
Playing ahead of the holding midfield two and
behind the striker, he is the typical number 10
in a 4-2-3-1 formation. At times, he drifts to
the right, allowing Portu to slip into that central
role, as is shown in his heatmap for the season
where he tends to drift towards the right.

In 2019, it was clear that Ødegaard was out to
avoid a repeat of that same mistake. Early on
in the summer, he headed to Real Sociedad on
a two-year loan deal. It was clear that a major
motivation was the search for stability and this
deal gave him just that. Incorporating himself
into a young side being built by Imanol Alguacil,
the target was clear: build a fast, attacking
side that would be built around the likes of
Ødegaard.

It’s a role he was unlikely to be trusted with
at Real Madrid this season and remains
one that does not fit within Zidane’s tactical
system. That is due to the freedom afforded
to him to lead the line and take up a key
attacking position without any major defensive
responsibilities at present, even against highranking teams.

This tactical analysis will consider the key
areas of Ødegaard’s game as he has grown
and developed into a fundamental talent for
Real Sociedad. Surpassing all expectations,
he has been one of the key La Liga players to
watch this season. This analysis will seek to
explain the strengths and weaknesses of the
Norwegian youngster.

This can particularly be seen in his movement.
Ødegaard positions himself between the
midfield and defensive lines when not on the
ball and looks to exploit the spaces between
them. This is particularly damaging against
sides who are more open to attacking, or when
their rivals are chasing a lead as was the case
in this example against Atlético.

Position
A

t Real Sociedad, Ødegaard has been given
an impressive amount of freedom in attack.
Playing in an advanced midfield role, he is the
link between midfield and attack and plays
at the forefront of the midfield. With the likes
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When on the ball, he instead positions himself
deeper. Often, as can be seen in the next part
of this analysis, he will find himself facing both
the defensive and midfield lines. Here, he uses
his footwork to dribble through the lines or his
vision to pick out a pass. Either way, Ødegaard
is a player who looks to unlock these lines of
defenders and midfielders with ease. This role
at Real Sociedad gives him the perfect platform
to do just that.

Passing
R

anking seventh in La Liga for expected
assists at 1.64, with two assists registered,
Ødegaard’s passing vision has become a major
threat for Real Sociedad. By allowing him to
have that playmaking role, Alguacil is not only
planning to give freedom for his vision to thrive,
but he also allows the other similar players in
the squad, like Portu, Oyarzabal and Januzaj,
to excel in their movement in the final third to
exploit spaces and be picked out by Ødegaard.
With 32 smart passes registered, Ødegaard
has completed almost double the number
that any other player has completed, with the
next highest figure being 17. The same can be
said for deep completions, where only James
Rodríguez can compete on a per 90 minute
basis. It’s clear that his passing is essential for
Real Sociedad as they look to find a way into
the final third, particularly against sides who
sit deep and look to provide a solid defensive
block.

That was exactly the case against Alavés,
where Ødegaard caught the headlines for a
spectacular assist. Nutmegging the onrushing
opponent, he instantly picked out Oyarzabal
with a stunning pass. That vision was exactly
what Real Sociedad had been struggling for in
the first few weeks of the season as Ødegaard

settled in. Having done so against Alavés, he
made it two assists from two games against
Sevilla with another move which involved
intelligent vision and good understanding of his
team-mates’ movement.
His passing is also essential in the transition,
where he uses his pace to carry the ball
forward and then immediately looks to pick
out a through ball for one of his onrushing
team-mates. As this example against Espanyol
shows, he grows increasingly comfortable
alongside his new team-mates and is now
capable of picking out the runs of José,
Januzaj and Oyarzabal with ease.

Ødegaard’s passing, among the best in La
Liga in the final third, is one of his greatest
strengths. With the likes of Karim Benzema in
front of him with his world-class movement,
it could be a terrifying prospect for La Liga
defenders.

Dribbling
P

erhaps what is key to creating the image of
class and elegance from Ødegaard’s style
is how he reacts when the pass isn’t on. Rather
than panicking, even as he himself was guilty of
at times in the past, he is more than happy to
take on a dribble.
Surprisingly, his season high so far for dribbles
produced came against Atlético Madrid. With
six dribbles completed from 10 attempts, it
was made clear that this was an approach from
Alguacil to transition the ball without playing a
long ball over the top.
In that encounter, the absence of Thomas
Partey or Marcos Llorente meant that
Ødegaard had plenty of room to dribble into.
The only way sides have been able to keep him
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quiet so far this season has been to play oneon-one by forcing him to be lined-up against a
holding central midfielder who would anticipate
his run and prevent him from having the space
to exploit. When sides have given him freedom
to roam, Ødegaard has run riot.

Defensive contribution
Ø

degaard’s greatest contribution defensively
at Real Sociedad is to provide an outlet.
Rather than providing an immediately obvious
defensive presence, he is often one of two or
three players who remain in advanced positions
at all times. Even when under pressure,
Ødegaard will position himself further up the
field, meaning that as soon as possession
is turned over in the defensive third, he can
provide a route for a rapid counter-attack.
Against the likes of Atlético Madrid, when Real
Sociedad’s defensive play was put to the test,
Ødegaard led this fundamental element of their
approach. As can be seen here, Ødegaard
leads the break of three men, with two either
side of him stretching the rival defence and
giving him plenty of passing options to pick
one of them out and create a goalscoring
opportunity.

In this example against Sevilla, Ødegaard
receives the ball under pressure on the halfway
line but maintains his composure in order to
be able to carry it deep into the final third, and
then provide a finely weighted pass which was
unlucky not to end up in the back of the net.
This kind of driving force was exactly what
unsettled Sevilla quite so much in this case as
they got off to a stuttering start, though they
did grow more accustomed to Ødegaard’s
movement as the game grew on, expectant
or similar moves to those he made in recent
matches.
With an average of 12 dribbles per match,
and the 14th highest in La Liga in terms of
completion rate, it is essential that he continues
to learn from the likes of Oyarzabal and
Januzaj, both of whom rank in the top 10 for
dribbling accuracy. With three such accurate
and devastating dribblers, it is no wonder that
Real Sociedad are slicing teams apart through
the middle, relying upon Ødegaard to provide
the initial spark and carry the ball forward.

That’s not to say that he does not offer value
and put in the hard graft too. Whilst he has
made at least three recoveries in every match
he has played for Real Sociedad, most of his
defensive activities come in the opposition half.
Given his advanced position, he tends to focus
on defending from the front and refusing to
allow sides to get out easily.
This slows down any opposition attacks
but also serves to win various rebounds,
deflections and duels deep in the opposition
half. Such valuable turnovers of possession
have been essential to the high-energy game
which Alguacil is keen to deploy, using a high
press which Ødegaard has implemented well.
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game, but his dominance of the midfield has
only been in selected fixtures. Creating that
level of performance at all times will be the
challenge that could make or break his Real
Madrid future.

There is certainly work to be done here for
Ødegaard. However, it is worth noting that
he is far more defensively active when on
international duty with Norway in a more
defensive role. Doing this at club level, should
injuries or team selection require it, could be
the real challenge.

What lies ahead?
Ø

degaard has repeatedly insisted that he
wishes to see out his two-year loan spell in
San Sebastián. Recent speculation has linked
him with a whole host of European clubs whilst
Real Madrid have also been desperately crying
out for an energetic and offensive midfielder.
Los Blancos continue to be linked to a
more offensive minded midfielder, such as
Donnie van de Beek. Such a deal would be
nonsensical given the availability of Ødegaard
should his loan be terminated early. With the
Norwegian already proven in La Liga through
his form at Real Sociedad, it is hard to envisage
how van de Beek could be anything but a
downgrade and a gamble.
Ødegaard’s determination to see out both years
of his loan could prove to be a stumbling block
for the 20-year-old, who is clearly in no hurry
to make a decision. That said, it may equally
provide him with a much-needed platform in
order to find the kind of consistency that he
has not had yet in his career, both in Holland
and Spain.
Finding and maintaining consistency this
season will be essential to determining where
his short-term and long-term future will lie. He
has shown flashes of brilliance in almost every
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Training purpose and cues with layers of possession
BY SCOTT MARTIN // @CoachScottCopy
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T

erms like “awareness,” “scanning” and
“soccer IQ” are commonly thrown around,
but what exactly are we referencing? Does
a player have it naturally or is it something
coaches teach an individual and team?

possession.

When we ask our players to scan the field,
we’re giving them a general command. The
more intelligent players know what to do
with the information they’ve collected. They
perceive the present (and possibly the near
future) conditions of play, analyze possible
solutions, and decisively execute. Once the
action is taken, they quickly assess their action
and move on.
On the flip side, we’ve all seen those players
who act primarily through reaction to the
immediate conditions of the game. If the ball
is arriving at their feet, they’re still unsure of
the appropriate course of action. They are
easily forced into mistakes, frequently turn
over the ball and are rarely in the best position
to receive a pass. In fact, their positioning is
probably decreasing their time on the ball.

That’s where the three layers of possession
come into play. Coaches can associate phases
of possession with specific positional layers.
For example, if your team is building out of
the back, they are preparing to attack the
opponent. Within this phase, the team has
certain objectives, such as overloading near the
ball and baiting the opposition into a numerical
and positional imbalance. Each phase actives
a layer of possession. The players occupying
each layer have very defined responsibilities.

Objectives of the players in the first layer of

Above all else, keep the ball.
Overload near the ball to invite pressure.
Create defensive imbalance.
Perception of successfully unbalancing the
opposition.
Recognition of when to play outlet.

2nd Layer of Possession: The immediate
outlets who offer a pressure breaking pass.
Focus on work off the ball.
•
•

•

Rather than wishing our players the best of
luck or scripting their every move, can we as
coaches provide a contextual understanding of
possession-based attacking?

1st Layer of Possession: Players in immediate
support of the ball.

•

•

What if we could quickly bring those players up
to speed, transforming the reactive nature of
their play into a proactive model?

Here’s what I mean.

•
•
•
•

Positioning based on relationship to the ball,
first layer players, defence and space.
Fix body orientation to maximize field of
vision and action efficiency.
Perceiving present and near-future
conditions, plus conceiving of solutions to
3rd layer players.
Looking for the ‘when’ – when does the first
layer need to play out?

3rd Layer: Comparable to balance on defence,
these players are reading the actions of the 2nd
layer players and looking for specific cues to
activate their own involvement.
•
•
•
•

Awareness of what’s happening around the
ball, but focused on reading the actions of
the 2nd layer players.
2nd layer players provide cues to action.
Ready to attack opponent or goal when
cued by 2nd layer player’s involvement.
Influencing the positioning of the opponent.

When building out of the back, that first layer of
attackers must play safe and keep possession
of the ball. Their possession has two purposes:
1) allow their teammates in the 2nd and 3rd
layers to find the best possible starting points
and 2) provoke the opponent into a numerical
imbalance.
In this first stage, the purpose is creating
conditions for a successful attack. Given
the dynamic nature of the sport, the exact
conditions are not easily reproduced, nor is
it the most cognitively efficient means of skill
acquisition. When working through the layers of
possession, the objective is to help the players
see the principles at work rather than a linear
A🡪B🡪C  mental  model.
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Your players will know it’s time to progress to
connecting their lines to attack the opponent
when it starts to feel really difficult to keep the
ball. Once build up objectives are achieved, it’s
time to activate the 2nd layer of possession,
playing your outlets. Your outlets should have
spent that time in possession evaluating
courses of action. With the ball at their feet
and several defenders already bypassed, the
outlets will look to dribble, penetrate or take
advantage of the 3rd layer players’ conditions.
All this time that the 1st and 2nd layer players
are moving the ball and unbalancing the
opposition, the 3rd layer players must engage
in mental warfare with their nearest opponent.
“Can I disconnect the defenders?” “If I play
higher, that opens up space for my fullback to
join me.” “I can beat them on the dribble, so
I’ll try to drag him away from help.” Ultimately,
our possession is designed to create the
best possible conditions for these players,
increasing the likelihood of their successful,
direct actions.
Let’s talk about training the three layers of
possession.

Exercises

The objectives of this exercise are coaching
the angles of play, correcting body orientation
to enable the connection of actions and
coordinating movement to maximize space.
Players frequently engage in 2v1s and 2v2s
after a recovery, especially in central areas and
in their defensive third. This exercise provides
repetition in a dynamic environment. As players
search for solutions, coaches should focus on
certain principles of play.
•

•

•

Attackers should direct their attention
towards small, yet effective movement of
the ball to create the best possible receiving
angles for their teammates.
Second attacker’s positioning should
present the first attacker with the
opportunity to pass or dribble to create a
new passing lane.
Really focus angles of play and empathizing
with the first attacker. Players need to
constantly ask themselves if they’re creating
the best angles of play for their teammate.

Players should leave this exercise with the
understanding that game conditions change,
but underlying principles of attack provide
direction in determining the solution.
2v2+2 in a 10 meter box

1st Layer
1v1+1 in a 10 metre box

Similar to the 1v1+1, this exercise is a simple
progression upon the last. We’re adding
complexity while remaining focused on the
same core attacking principles. Base field size
on your team’s ability, but, in general, a 10
metre square should suffice.

P

lay one minute rounds in a transitional
1v1+1. Rules are simple. If you lose the ball
or play it out of bounds, you’re the defender.
Defenders must win and keep the ball to
transition to the attack.

One of the differences you’ll notice is the
reduction of dribbling. Since there are now four
players in the space, they’ll look to occupy it
more efficiently. In fact, if you notice a player
running all around the square, he’s probably
damaging his team’s chance of success.
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N

As you run this exercise, here are a couple of
things to identify.
•
•
•

•
•

•

ow it’s time to open up the field. We’re
making the number a little bigger and
asking the players to cover more ground.
Same rules apply here as in the previous two
exercises. If your team loses the ball, be it to
an opponent or out of play, you transition to
defence.

Are second attackers providing clear
passing lanes?
Are the two attacking teams maximizing
their playing space?
When transitioning from defending to
attacking, are the two new attackers using
the skills practiced in the 1v1+1 to play out
of pressure and move into better starting
positions?
Are the players providing the best possible
angles of support?
Do they have the presence of mind to
correct their body orientation to maximize
their field of vision and options upon
receiving the ball?
Can they disguise intent to open passing
lanes and create more space and time for
teammates?

In addition to the progression of complexity,
the 5v5+5 engages second layer players. The
attacker will want to maximize their playing
space while always providing support for the
first attacker. Just as in a full-sized game, they
want to ensure they outnumber the defenders
in the immediate vicinity of the ball.
As defenders work together to make the field
compact, the attackers must look to play out of
pressure to other areas of the pitch.

Remember that the purpose of the exercise is
not simply to possess the ball and stay out of
the middle. Its purpose lies in the habituation of
positive attacking principles. Given the limited
numbers involved in the exercise, the decisions
are mostly simple. Help the players see that
perceiving the current conditions, anticipating
future conditions and analyzing the viability
of solutions are the focus of the exercise.
The exercise provides immediate feedback.
If mistakes reoccur, engage the player,
asking them to identify the problem they’re
encountering, source of the mistakes and guide
their thought to possible solutions.

2nd Layer
5v5+5 rondo with defensive transition in a
40x25 metre area

Give the players a few minutes to determine
their approach to the game before jumping in
with coaching points. In those opening minutes
of the exercise, here’s what you’re looking for.
•
•
•

•

Maximizing the pitch while providing
support for the first attacker.
As the first layer overloads, are they
successfully unbalancing the opponent?
Once the imbalance is in place, are players
feeling the moment to play out of pressure?
They should ask themselves, “Is it getting
too difficult to possess?” That’s the cue to
play out of pressure.
Are the second layer players focused on
offering outlets while maintaining the team’s
attacking shape?

After a few minutes have passed, engage the
players. Ask them to describe what they’re
doing when things are going well and when
they’re struggling. Ideally, players will identify
the overloads as a strength that unbalances
the opponent and creates opportunities to
attack another part of the field. If players are
not arriving at that conclusion, play the role of
Socrates using guided discovery to help their
thought process.
If you can get players in the mindset of creating
overloads to produce defensive imbalances,
the next step is holding them accountable to
that process in games.
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7v7+4 jokers target game

operated under those conditions for a few
minutes, progress to the second variation.
This is where we really connect the game to
developing the 2nd layer players.

A simple target game is a great way to ensure
the players are putting more mental work into
patterns of play rather than the rules of the
game. In the same 40x25 metre area as the
previous exercise, send one player to each
end line. The remaining 16 players engage in a
7v7+2 in the middle, with jokers always playing
in the attack. If the dimensions prove too easy
or too difficult for the level of the players, adjust
the size accordingly.
There are several variations and progressions in
target games. Here are a few of them.
1) A point is scored each time a team passes
to one of the end line targets. Targets then play
the ball to the scoring team, who then launch
an attack in the other direction. So, if Team A
plays Target 1, Team A receives a point. Target
1 would then return the ball to Team A quickly
who will then attack in the direction of Target 2.
2) Same basic set up, but offer two-point if
a team plays a pass directly from their own
defencive half all the way to the end line target.
This is a great way to incorporate goalies,
allowing players to send flighted balls to the
keepers.
3) Play 9v9 with each team placing a target
player at each end line. If Team A successfully
completes a pass to one of their end line target
players, the target player dribbles in and the
passer takes her place. The field switches and
Team A must score on the far end line.

The two points to emphasize are “look
long” to remain aware of potential outlets
and “if you can’t go forward, just keep it”
with safe, negative passes. Remind the 1st
layer attackers that keeping possession
and unbalancing the opponent is their top
task, whereas the 2nd layer attackers must
continually analyze the spaces around them.
Watch these players. Have they searched for
the best place to receive a pass, alertly filled
that space, corrected their body orientation and
prepared themselves to connect their actions?
If players are consistently receiving in a closed
position or unnecessarily taking on pressure
due to a poor starting point, ask them what
they saw in the lead up to the play. Did they
see the defender? If not, what could they have
done differently to keep the defender in their
line of vision? If pressure is inevitable due to
a compact field, are they able to start behind
the defender’s line of vision? Any time a poor
decision is forced, get to the why.
Whatever your system, encourage the players
who are typically part of that 2nd layer of
possession to operate in a similar role. If your
#8 or #10 generally fills that role, focus on
helping them understand the expectations of
the role. Call them out when they get sucked
into the 1st layer, when they unnecessarily
check in front of defenders or if they develop
tunnel vision on the ball. We want them to offer
a path to attack the opponents. Remember, the
opening phase of the attack is simply preparing
to attack the opponents. Once the imbalance
is successful, we’re now ready to play the 2nd
layer of possession and attack the opponent.

3rd Layer
10v8 in middle and half-space with 7/11
and 2/3 starting in the wings looking for
penetrating runs in behind defence or 1v1s
on the wing

Starting with the first set up allows players to
get a feel for the game and find weaknesses in
the opponent. Once they’ve comfortably
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wingers) have an idea of what you’re asking
of them, feel free to pick up the cones and
allow them to play freely. Keep an eye on the
wingers. Are they implementing the lesson or
have they shut off mentally with the removal of
the cones and restrictions?

H

alf a field is ideal for this exercise, but it can
also be played in more or less space. If you
are preparing for an opponent that sits a little
deeper in defence, consider making the field
shorter.
Set up cones to distinguish the wings from the
center and half-spaces. They’re a visual for
the defenders (compact shape) and attackers
(7 and 11 must provide width). Allow the
defenders to play anywhere, even in the wings.
The attacking team will always start with the
ball. The #7 and #11 start in the wings with
the objective of looking for central penetration
through the 2/4 and 3/5 gaps.
Give a point for a goal and a bonus point to the
attackers if they play in the 7 or 11. Defenders
will try to score in small counterattack goals.
The attacking team must use their numerical
advantage intelligently, possessing to move
the defence. Your wide players should stay
high and wide to stretch the field and await a
favorable scenario, be it the through ball, a 1v1
leading to a crossing opportunity or even an
overlapping run from the 2 or 3. Since our aim
is developing the 3rd layer of possession, only
the 7 and 11 should start in the wings. Allow
the attackers to play others in, like the 2 and
3, but make sure the wide forward on that side
makes a corresponding central run to vacate
the wing.

Remember that the wingers are responsible
for providing attacking balance. If starting
positions or lack of activity occurs, remind
them that their goal is to manipulate the
positioning of the opposition, be it to attack the
opponent or attack the goal. A clever winger
who’s paying attention to the correct cues
can wreak havoc on a defence. Until the 2nd
layer player is played, your 3rd layer players
must work hard to create conditions for future
success. Disconnect the outside back from
his centre-back! Understand that the players
on the opposite side of the field are trying to
give you better conditions by drawing in the
opponent. Know that the 2nd layer player is
waiting for the ball to arrive at his feet so he
can then play you.
Read the cues. When play progresses to the
2nd layer player, that’s your cue to action.
Delay and you lose the advantage.
Rondo in middle third, five passes to switch
play, attack 10v8

Encourage the attackers to create the space
they want to attack. If we want to play a
through ball to our 7, then overloading the
left and creating a defencive imbalance is
necessary to create that gap. If the gap closes
before the attackers can penetrate, don’t force
the play. Rather, remind them to “just keep it.”

Set up a 10 metre square on the wings near
midfield. Start play in those square with a 5v2
rondo. If you start on the left, have the left-most
attacking players take part in the rondo, vice
versa on the right. After a set number of passes
(no fewer than three, no more than five), the
attackers are allowed to pass the ball out of the
square. They will likely pass to a central player.
Encourage the attackers to activate the far
sided fullback or forward.

Once the attacking team (especially the

Once the ball is initially played out of the
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square, this tends to be a very fast, direct
exercise with lots of shots on goal.
The objective here is simulating the overload
and imbalance, resulting in the activation of the
2nd layer attacker. She, in turn, activates the
far-sided wingers.
Coaching points to consider are...
•
•
•

The positioning and body orientation of the
2nd layer players.
Starting points of the attackers in the 3rd
layer of possession.
Recognition of cues from the 2nd and 3rd
layer attackers.

Incorporate that language in training sessions.
As a coach, you’re looking for the perception
of conditions, analysis of available information,
communication of ideas and quality of
decisions and execution.
Through the three layers of possession, you
can direct your players’ focus on the most
important objectives associated with their
roles. Help the player see what’s significant by
defining their scope of vision. Coach purpose
in possession and the reading of cues. Define
their roles.

Since the 1st layer of possession’s purpose
is drawing the opponent into an imbalance,
the 2nd and 3rd layers of possession must
patiently, yet alertly, wait for the 1st layer to
create the right conditions for attacking. Your
players in the rondo have a simple task, so
devote your attention to the 3rd layer attackers’
recognition of cues and timely runs forward.

Conclusion
W

hether you’re coaching at the highest
level, grassroots or somewhere in
between, training your players to perceive
the current conditions of the game, anticipate
future conditions and analyze possible
solutions is critical to developing their ability to
attack through possession.
As the players engage in rondos and smallsided games, the objective is to train the
mental models they’ll take with them to the
full-sided game. The goal is the habituation of
positive habits that are adaptable to whatever
conditions the players might encounter.
Though the specific conditions are constantly
changing, we want to help players understand
the relation of the reference points to our
tactics. Awareness and decision making
improve as the players start to manage their
relationships to the ball, opponents, teammates
and space. These are most easily understood
when broken into smaller, more detail-oriented
pieces of information.
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Wolfsburg's new attack

Progress Report
BY WILL SINSKY // @WSinsky
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U

pon completion of matchday two of the
Europa League group stage, only three
clubs among Europe’s top five leagues
remained unbeaten in all competitions
this season: defending Serie A champions
Juventus, defending Bundesliga champions
Bayern Munich (depending on whether or not
you consider the German Super Cup a friendly),
and Bundesliga’s sixth placed Wolfsburg. The
Lower Saxony club has seen a wide range of
league finishes over the last handful of years,
going from consecutive 16th-place seasons
in 2016/17 and 2017/18 to reaching sixth and
seventh the last two respectively. While a closer
look shows Wolfsburg has simply won five and
drawn three of eight matches this season, and
the statistics reveal an xG of only 7.53 through
six league matches, there are tactical signs of
potential consistency in the attack.

Glasner's attacking style
M

anager Oliver Glasner was lured to
Wolfsburg after four fruitful years at
LASK Linz which included a second division
title season in 2016/17 and a second place
finish last season. The 45-year-old Austrian
has coached a consistent style throughout
the first-division seasons of his young career.
His defensive, pressing 3-4-3 system has had
success in both limiting opponents’ attacks
and exploiting space in the final third. The front
lines play a part in both of these phases.
Building up from the back, Glasner’s teams
tend to occupy a medium block in possession.
In this system, after the back line moves
the ball forward, either the wing-back or
central midfielder will join the attack to aid in
progression and provide a passing outlet.

drives down the left touchline with the ball. His
pass inside bypasses a Hoffenheim midfielder,
thus creating the first 3v2 in the left wide area.
Once the pass is completed, there is also a 3v2
in the left half-space. Involving the Wolfsburg
front three of Wout Weghorst, Josip Brekalo,
and Admir Mehmedi, Wolfsburg overwhelm the
two central defenders, and Weghorst assists
Mehmedi on the equaliser.
These wide and half-space overloads are
common in Glasner’s tactics, and some of the
players often involved in such situations are
coincided to them, such as Maximilian Arnold,
William, and Jérôme Roussillon.
The front three in Wolfsburg’s structure take
shape as two wide attackers occupying the
half-spaces with a central striker in the middle
areas of the pitch. Following the possession
in an overload, the ball-side wide attacker will
often ‘release’ forward into the half-space, with
the other two attackers mirroring him in their
respective spaces.

This attack, begun by wing-back William on the
right and supported by Roussillon on the left,
sees the two wide forwards moving in the halfspaces and the striker in the central area.
From here, the attack involves quick passing
between the defensive channels to the striker
into areas of high shot success. Wolfsburg own
the sixth-highest percentage of shots on target
in the Bundesliga with 40.3%.
Wolfsburg isn’t necessarily overflowing with this
mode of attack just yet, but there have been
hints that this can be effective.

High line pressing
In this scenario, Wolfsburg have actually been
able to move the ball from one 3v2 overload
to another. First, wing-back Renato Steffen

W

hile possession is one method with which
to attack, early signs indicate Glasner
primarily plans on playing Wolfsburg in a
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slightly deeper, more defensive structure this
season. A former centre-back himself, Glasner
manages his new Bundesliga side in a triggerbased press.

the higher-positioned midfield and forwards,
resulting in opposing ball occupation in a
potentially dangerous area.
This means teams that press utilising a high line
must be consistently successful and disciplined
in the pressing actions themselves. Fortunately
for Wolfsburg, the players participating in such
actions are excellent at doing so.

Wout Weghorst
U

p top, Wolfsburg have finally found a striker
This front line press shows the two wide
capable of reaching a goalscoring output
attackers each marking the full-backs, while the not seen at the club since Edin Džeko. Last
striker moves into the passing lane between
season, Wout Weghorst tallied 17 goals, the
the keeper and the deep centre-back. Using a
most by a Wolfsburg scorer in a Bundesliga
cover shadow, Weghorst can press the keeper
season since the Bosnian front man knocked
confidently.
in 22 back in 2009/10. Despite a lack of speed,
the 27 year old has shown the capability
The front press at Linz last season was
to press, get into position, and score with
successful in the attacking third, and Glasner’s effectiveness.
usage of the tool is already evident in Germany.
Wolfsburg ranks third in the entire Bundesliga
Weghorst is a very good first defender; he has
in passes allowed per defensive action (PPDA), tackling rate of 0.67 tackles per 90 minutes on
with only 8.30 PPDA.
1.3 attempted. This ratio is exceptional for a
striker, and is only bested by other Bundesliga
After a successful press, Wolfsburg then
players in that position by a few other
follows the quick attacking sequences
renowned pressing forwards such as Yussuf
explained in the previous segment.
Poulsen.
Where this can become an issue, however, is
in the moments the opposition manages to get
past the higher pressing line. The failure of a
high line press can result in opposing attacks
in dangerous areas, as the available space
between and among the pressing side would
be vulnerable.

The scenario above shows the open space
rewarded to the side that manages to move
the ball past the high press. There is too much
space between Wolfsburg’s back line and

In possession, and thanks to Wolfsburg’s quick
ball progression in the attacking half, Weghorst
only scores from close range inside the box. He
gets into position behind the defender often on
the far side of the box, and creates separation
from there.

Here, we see the aftermath of the Wolfsburg
overload on the right side. Through a few touch
passes in the right wide area, Brekalo breaks
inside the defender and down into the box
with the ball. Weghorst pushes forward in the
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central area, with his marker in front of him.

three goals and two assists in six league
matches this season. Those scoring statistics
are also often involving Josip Brekalo.

Josip Brekalo
B
As Brekalo nears the bottom of the box,
Weghorst shifts backwards into an open central
space he created with his forward movement.
His marker, with his back to the striker, does
not notice that Weghorst is now open to
receive a pass into a central, dangerous area.
This directly resulted in a goal.

In this example, Weghorst is unmarked away
from the opposing back line on the far side
of the box. The cross meets his run, and he
scores with ease.
Weghorst has specialised in these short, quick
movements in these areas. In fact, Weghorst
has never scored from anywhere farther out
than 15 metres from goal in the Bundesliga.

rekalo is a young attacking player who can
play either in the midfield or out on the
wing. He has thrived in Croatia’s youth national
team setup, scoring two goals in three matches
during the U21 European Championship.
The 21-year-old already has four goals and
three assists in nine total club matches this
season, and has cemented himself as one of
Wolfsburg’s three primary attackers.
Brekalo is at his best when on the ball. He
is the chief catalyst in the German club’s
quick attacks, capable of making passes into
dangerous areas to Weghorst, or taking on
defenders in 1v1 situations.

In this situation, Brekalo and Weghorst are in
a 2v2 counter-attack. With the other defender
occupied by marking Weghorst, Brekalo drops
his hips and cuts inside his own marker into
the half-space. Weghorst shifts his run wider,
forcing his own marker to follow him, which
frees up enough space for Brekalo to complete
his dribble and score a brilliant strike from just
outside the box.

The Dutchman’s xG map from this season
shows his dependability on shots with
reasonable probability of success.
Weghorst has already proven himself in the
Bundesliga, and is continuing to do so with

Here we see the preface of the Weghorst goal
against Düsseldorf. In yet another Wolfsburg
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overload, Brekalo is the attacker who releases
down into the wide channel, receiving the pass.
This is a major part of his role in the attack.
Brekalo is still young, and consistent playing
time both with the same teammates and in
the same system could further the Croatian’s
development.

Third attacker
W

hile Weghorst and Brekalo are the two
strongest of Wolfsburg’s attack, the third
spot is currently untaken. Admir Mehmedi has
recently been starting in this position, but he
has seen inconsistent results. João Victor, who
Glasner brought with him from Linz, has also
been placed in this position, but the Brazilian
hasn’t completely adapted to the level of the
Bundesliga. It is likely that one of these two will
occupy this position, or possibly even both in
alternating fashion.

Conclusion
D

ie Wölfe currently have the best defence
in the Bundesliga. They have allowed a
league-low four goals, and back up that visible
efficiency with a league-low 4.79xGA. Yet there
is definitive proof that they have a credible
attack which is able to assist in the club’s fight
both in domestic and European competition.
Additionally, Wolfsburg youth are atop the U19
Bundesliga, with a league-high 27 goals led by
attackers Lenn Jastremski and Ulysses Llanez.
Thanks to Glasner, Weghorst, Brekalo and co.,
Wolfsburg’s budding attack can grow.
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